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Pre-Socratics or First Philosophers?
Eva Brann

Think how peculiar this appellation is: “Pre-Socratics.” A whole
slew of thinkers, poetical, aphoristic, prosaic—condemned to be
known as the precursors of a man who wrote nothing! Forerun-
ners are, it seems, ipso facto inferior to the rightly anointed. Take
John the Baptist, the canonical precursor, who says of himself,
“he that cometh after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not
worthy to bear” (Matthew 3:11). That holds not only for individ-
uals but also for communities. Our forefathers, the writers of the
Federalist Papers, thought of those Greek city states, the poleis,
whose frame or politeia was a direct democracy, as the unstable
antecedents of the reliable representative republic they were pro-
posing for America—not that the Greek democracies did not have
some representational features, but as Madison, remarkably, puts
it: “The true distinction between these and the American Gov-
ernment lies in the total exclusion of the people in their collective
capacity from any share in the latter” (Federalist 63). So the su-
periority of our successor republic lies in erasing direct popular
participation altogether—and here is my presumption: Just as the
founders as successors to the Greeks had a deeper understanding
than these did of the chief, philosophically opaque, element of
modern politics—namely, representationalism—so, on the con-
trary, John the Baptist as forerunner of the Christ lacked his rev-
elatory power: John baptizes with water, but Jesus will baptize
with the Holy Ghost; what John is doing is significant but
opaquely primitive.

My point is that, as “pre-somebodies,” the Pre-Socratics may
be thought of as deficient, lacking something, primitive in the
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derogatory sense. But, of course, there is also the opposite per-
spective: These men were not primitive, without sophistication,
but primeval, deeper, more receptive to origins, to everything
for which the Germans have that awe-bestowing prefix ur, as
in Ursprung, the “original leap.” Of course, I am thinking of
Heidegger, for whom what professional philosophers like to re-
gard as a progress is, in fact, a progressive occultation and a with-
drawal of Being. 

What did the man who devised the designation actually
mean? In 1815, Friedrich Schleiermacher, the philosopher-the-
ologian (and the superb translator of Plato), in an address “On
the Worth of Socrates as a Philosopher,” declared that Socrates
was pivotal in the history of philosophy. The reason seems a
little underwhelming; it was that before him there were differ-
ent schools of philosophy pursuing different kinds of philoso-
phy, but after him, although the kinds were still distinguished,
every school cultivated all kinds. Thus Schleiermacher is
kindly crediting Socrates with preventing an incipient aca-
demic specialization. This view must have seemed plausible,
because Schleiermacher’s label “Pre-Socratic” stuck and is
now used for collections of texts without further comment. 

Of course, the notion that Socrates was epochal, not as the
human phenomenon of the Platonic dramas, but as a historical
event, appears in the first history of philosophy, Book I and II of
Aristotle’s Physics and again in Book I of the Metaphysics. In
the latter, Socrates is presented as “busying himself with moral
matters and not at all with the Whole of nature [as did the pre-
ceding so-called “physicists”], however seeking in those matters
the universal, and being first to fix his thinking on definitions”
(I.6)—a far more epochal distinction than Schleiermacher’s.
Here, too (I.5), he calls those who became “the Pre-Socratics”
the “first wise men.” This description seems to me significant in
two ways: First, it implies that they were not “lovers” of—here
meaning “not in secure possession of”—wisdom, but that they
were actually wise, and that delineates accurately the prevailing
one of the two modes I will single out in a moment. Second, it
raises a question. In calling them the “first wise men,” does he
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just mean “earliest” or is there a hint that they studied “first
things,” and were concerned with what Aristotle calls “the first
[science]” or “first philosophy” (VI.1)?

Let me inject myself here, unhopefully, into this epoch-fram-
ing debate. Why don’t we give up “Pre-Socratics” and call these
folks “Pre-Professionals” and their successors “Post-Socratics,”
with Socrates as pivot between them? That would relocate the
disparagement away from the “wise men” to the professionals,
where Heidegger, at least, might agree it belongs. 

That, however, isn’t going to happen, because nothing is
more sticky than historical epoch terms. Take, for example, our
grandest epoch-division, with which I grew up: B.C. and A.D.,
“Before Christ” and “In the year of our Lord,” Anno Domini. In
our era of offense-taking, some folks couldn’t bear to live in the
epoch of a young Jewish rabbi, so now we write B.C.E., “Before
the Common Era,” and C.E., “Common Era.” But the turning
point is still the birth date of Joshua or Jesus of Galilee, whenever
that actually was, except we’ve masked that fact. Concerning
Socrates, as an epochal figure, I have my own take on the respect
in which he is indeed a pivot: It is he who turns the wisdom
(sophia) of the divinely initiated into the longing for wisdom
(philo-sophia) of a mere mortal left to his own devices, so that
Pre-Socratic truth passes into Socratic inquiry; past this inflec-
tion, this cusp, which is the human singularity called Socrates,
his hypothetically held thoughts stiffen into doctrines maintained
by schools.

So back to the Pre-Socratic epoch of philosophy. Aristotle,
as I said, the first practitioner of history of philosophy—perhaps
as rousingly mystifying a notion about philosophy as ever arises
within it—refers to an early school he calls, as I said, the “physi-
cists” (physikoi) or the “accountgivers of physis (physiologoi),”
among whom he places all the Pre-Socratics including Heraclitus
(III.5), but evidently not Parmenides (I.2), both of whom were
certainly older than Socrates. These so-called physicists were
surely philosophers—as Aristotle says of them, they were “the
ones who philosophized first” (Metaphysics I.3). And they were
not crude materialists, mere believers in stuff, in matter. They
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“thought that the principle of all things was in certain kinds of
material,” which changed the qualities of matters while persisting
beneath them. So when I translate Aristotle’s term for the physi-
cists’ focus, hyle, as “material” and not as “matter,” I mean that
they thought of the underlying principle, be it water, air, earth,
or fire, not as sensory stuff experienced by its own qualities, but
as bestowing sensible moistness, lightness, lumpishness on the
distinct matters that constitute nature in one of its aspects. To
these they added agencies of continuous or periodic change;
somewhat imaginatively or, if you will, mythically conceived,
such as Love-and-Strife.

When Aristotle calls these deep inquirers into the principles
of the palpable world “physicists,” he implies, I imagine, that
they are not yet what I might call “meta-physicists.” They give
an account of physis in terms which yet belong to the sensed
world; they ground nature in its own terms. (The Pythagoreans
are, perhaps, an early exception; their principles are numbers and
ratios, though these appear sensorily.) 

We all know that the title of Aristotle’s Metaphysics, the greatest
book in its line, is explained in two ways. First, mundanely: the com-
position that came “after,” meta, the Physics. And second, more
thoughtfully: The composition called The Metaphysics follows the
one called The Physics (a plural in English as in Greek), because the
many-faceted inquiry called “physics,” the search for the notions ex-
plaining bodies undergoing change, precedes “metaphysics,” the sin-
gular inquiry into the principles “beyond,” meta, those reached in
the book on moving beings, the Physics. You will all remember that
the Physics ends with a logic-driven proof that if the inquiry into
moving bodies is to find a resting place, then there must be a true
principle of motion, a real beginning, which must be such that it can
move others without itself being in want of an explanation of its mo-
tion—that is, an unmoved mover. And then the Metaphysics is the
subsequent inquiry which develops the terms that can be used to
transcend physics and delineate an unmoving but movement-causing
divinity: Nous, the god who is mind, an unloving beloved, the abo-
riginal unmoved mover, the self-sufficient “self-thinking” being,
Thought of thought (noesis noeseos).
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For the rest of my talk, I want to excise the physiologues who,
though on the brink of this step beyond, and thus philosophers,
are still not quite metaphysicians—except for these two: Heracli-
tus and Parmenides. By generation, they certainly belong to the
first philosophers, but I will claim that they are also “first philoso-
phers” in Aristotle’s sense of the term “First Philosophy”: the
knowledge of the ultimate individual being (ousia), if there is one,
and of Being (to on) as Being (Metaphysics VI.1)—its ever pur-
sued and ever perplexing subject (VII.1). “First” philosophers
they are—but not quite.

Heraclitus, the first of the first, needs more defense in this re-
spect than Parmenides. Aristotle counts him among the physicists
because he makes fire a first principle. It is a misunderstanding:
Heraclitus does indeed bring in a physical fire, an analytic agent,
so to speak, of matter. But his primary fire is identical with his
world principle, the Logos. This fiery Logos is both a discerning,
dividing, analytic cosmic ruler and an intra-world arche or ruling
beginning. Arche is the word usually translated as “principle,” lit-
erally “what seizes first place.” Heraclitus is far more wonderful
than that; the Logos-Fire is not a mere cosmic captain.

While I’m at it, let me relieve him of a silly but tightly at-
tached epithet: the “Philosopher of Flux,” who is said to have
said that “All is flux” (panta rhei, “everything flows”; nothing
stays), a notion which no one of his taut ingenuity, which made
him the first discoverer of physical transformations tightly con-
trolled by numerical ratios, could have perpetrated. (I’ll come
back to those ratios, logoi in Greek.) As to “Everything flows”—
in fact, he didn’t say it. Plato reports “that those around him” at-
tributed the notion that all things are in flux to him, and has
Socrates add “like leaky pots” (Cratylus 440 c.). I’ll add: Beware
of Heracliteans, the Heraclitus-followers; they make willful
mincemeat of him, including the propagation of his obscurity:
“Heraclitus the Obscure.” He isn’t obscure; he’s saying deep
things concisely. Heraclitus just isn’t disciple-friendly, congenial,
sociable—the pre-schooler of philosophy, you might say.

Heraclitus is generally believed to be somewhat Par-
menides’s elder, perhaps by a “short” generation, a quarter cen-
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tury. But though close in time, they lived apart in place. Heracli-
tus, the one generally thought of as the philosopher of flux, was
entirely sessile as far as we know, living all his life among his
despised Ephesians. Parmenides of Elea, on the other hand, the
defender of motionlessness, travelled as far as Athens, where he
got into a chronologically difficult, but intellectually entirely fea-
sible, conversation with young Socrates (Plato, Parmenides).

I want to interject myself here again: I had the good fortune
to find myself on the site of his beloved city, Elea, where he func-
tioned as statesman. I can tell you: I was suddenly seized with
awe, because here the most astounding thought of all occurred
to a human being capable of giving it utterance—that of all-per-
vasive Being.

My point is that nonetheless neither place nor time seem to
me of the slightest consequence to my project for the rest of this
talk: I want to put Heraclitus and Parmenides into conversation
with each other, and in doing so to transmute a problem in the
empirical history of philosophy—meaning an only circumstan-
tially insoluble puzzle, into a reflective question within philoso-
phy itself—meaning an abiding perplexity stemming from the
nature of things. That genuine question is: Which philosopher is
truly first? More precisely put: What is first, Logos or Being? Or
is that perhaps not the best way to put the question? Should it
perhaps be: Are the two Founding Fathers talking about different
things in somewhat the same way or about the same thing in dif-
ferent ways, or—may the god Apollo helps us—about different
things in different ways?

Let me right now exclude this last possibility. If it were ac-
tual, the history of philosophy would be as insignificant as the
dated list of English kings which their young subjects used to be
driven to learn by heart. For what animates philosophy’s history
is that it is dialectical, that is to say, conversationally antithetical:
It moves in oppositions that are congenial enough to be heard
and taken up in responsive talk. I think it can be shown that these
first two were—and I don’t know how else to put it—providen-
tially fraternal in their opposition. Sometimes the heavens don’t
wait for the historians to bestow meaning on what is usually a
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mere mess of happenstance, but actually arrange for significance
to eventuate.

What then are Heraclitus and Parmenides speaking about that
is the same—one writing appropriately in aphorisms, the other
fittingly in hexameters?

They both speak of the All. Heraclitus, as we would expect,
always says it in the plural: panta, “all things” (in fourteen rel-
evant places). Parmenides always uses the singular, pan,
“everything” (D.-K. 8). This ambition to comprehend the
whole of what there is, not from within as a sensing being
among sensible things, but from without, as an apprehending
intelligence that can reach beyond the sensed world, puts these
two squarely among the “transcenders,” among Aristotle’s
meta-physicians.

They bear themselves, however, not as lovers of a wisdom
to be pursued, that is, as philo-sophers, but as knowers of a wis-
dom that has been imparted to them. Both speak as initiates, Her-
aclitus in an oracular style rivaling that of Apollo’s temple in
Delphi (D.-K. 93), Parmenides as an initiate, outdoing Homer,
the poet-pupil of the Olympian Muses, who could not claim to
have reached the inner heart of truth in a piping chariot, as did
the philosopher-poet (D.-K. 1).

What is the frame of mind of a human being who is the first
in his world to utter: “all things” or “everything”? It is scarcely
possible to recapture the wonder of it for the speaker who has
so leaped beyond the world that is home, to imagine his sense
of being set apart from the rest of humanity, which sees from
within and not from beyond. Evolutionists are committed to the
notion that intelligence developed in a continuum, in tiny incre-
ments. Yet insight does not seem to arrive that way, but rather
in a life-altering jolt: the world-principle speaks to a solitary
who can hear, or a youth’s chariot bursts through the welcoming
gates of the House of Truth—and their thinking veers into new
ways.

The Logos, Speech itself, speaks to solitary Heraclitus and
bids him see and hear and feel in what way “all things” cohere.
Aletheia, Truth itself, speaks to Parmenides, the future states-
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man, and orders him to forgo all speech but the one word that
conveys the way in which everything “is” seamlessly one.

What the Logos tells Heraclitus is that it—perhaps I should
say “he,” for it is a god we’re speaking of (D.-K. 32)—Speech
himself, discriminates and collects all things just as his subordi-
nate words, his logoi, do: They distinguish all things by different
names, proper names, and they gather all things under the same
name, “Gathering,” for behind the word logos stands the verb leg-
ein, whose first meaning is “to gather” and only then “to speak.”

What Truth tells Parmenides is the one and only word that
tells the truth: “Is,” esti. Greek syntax permits esti to be a com-
plete sentence, one word that comprehends the whole.—There is
no personal pronoun to divide “is” from itself, to make us ask
“what is?”: Issing is. All “not-is” is not to be spoken, and the di-
versity it spawns not to be regarded, says Parmenides’s Truth
while Heraclitus’s Logos enjoins both listening to his utterance
and looking into the teeming Cosmos (D.-K. 89). Truth demands
silence and withdrawal into Being. (I should remind you here that
Parmenides also enters a second way, the “Way of Seeming
[doxa]” which yields a fanciful cosmogony. I used to be in some
perplexity about why he spoiled his single-minded grandeur by
taking the previously proscribed way of the “double-pated” folk
[dikranoi, D.-K. 6], who dither distractedly. Then I read Heideg-
ger’s Introduction to Metaphysics [1935] in which he asserts that
even Parmenides’s solidly homogeneous Being requires a com-
plementary “restriction” by Seeming [74 ff.]. Now I’m in total
perplexity: Isn’t that a nullifying intrusion into the unbreachable
uniformity of Being that is Parmenides’s great insight?) 

Let me at this point recollect what I’ve laid out so far and
make clear where I’m going. These two have in common the
thought of a whole. This is a spectacularly new thought—the no-
tion that the Whole is to be comprehended in its Wholeness, the
idea that Wholeness comes from outside the Whole, is imparted
from beyond. It is, as I would put it, a logical necessity that
wholeness should elicit the following duality: A whole might be
a “one-over-many,” a captained collection, an embattled unity of
co-existences. Or it might be a “one-is-one,” and all alone, a
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fused unity devoid of inner discrimination. The third case, a
whole of total multiplicity, is not thinkable, like that “all is flux”
falsely attributed to Heraclitus: If there is only multitude, sheer
diversity, then there is no whole and nothing to transcend, since
such a flux is subject neither to an inner organization nor to an
outer delimitation. For if there were limits, somewhere the flux-
ing would have to cease, double back on itself, develop vortices
or whatever—some structure.

For all their primeval grandeur, Heraclitus and Parmenides
were human, and so had temperaments. Perhaps some context of
their lives, respectively in Asia Minor and in Western Italy had some
effect on their thinking—who knows? In any case one of them, Her-
aclitus, chose to stay put and to behold the world as a heterogeneous
collection, while the other, Parmenides, decided to travel and to
view it as a homogenized unity. Having claimed that their first con-
cern was the same, the Whole, I would now like to show how they
lay out these wholes in what I’ll call “antithetical complements.” I
mean that they don’t talk past each other but—almost—respon-
sively, to each other. They don’t, however, argue; they announce.

One more preliminary: To do these Pre-Socratics justice as
being, both of them, “ontologists,” devotees of Being, it is, I
think, necessary to believe what you see in the transmitted texts.
For example, when Heraclitus utters paradoxes such as this one:
the cosmic wisdom does and does not want to be called by the
name of Zeus (D.-K. 32), we must not set it aside as high-handed
obscurantism but receive it as an exact enunciation of a signifi-
cant thought: The Logos both appears and withdraws as a god-
head, appears so when the initiate is in a mood of worship,
withdraws when he is in the mode of thinking. Or when Par-
menides says that “to be and to think is the same” (D.-K. 3), we
must accept it as a remarkable possibility instead of diddling the
text into saying something flabby like: “The same thing is there
for thinking and being.” Both of these apostasies are committed
by willful scholars. Yet, in dealing with these early wise men,
“having it your way” is the same as “not getting it.”

So now to some specific comparisons, five particularly re-
sponsive appositions, some of which I have already broached.
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Take them, if you will, as testimonials to what seems to me, once
again, to be one of the few truths revealed by time: The Western
philosophical tradition is “dialectical,” I mean self-opposing,
from its very inception—and ever after, even when dialectic be-
comes quibbling.

The participants in this conference will recognize my source ref-
erences, and they’re cited in my manuscript (by the fragment num-
bers in Diels-Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker; “D.-K.” is
omitted hereafter). Heraclitus (b. circa 540 B.C.E.) always comes
first, because he is usually regarded, as I’ve said, as being Par-
menides’s (b. circa 515) elder by a short generation. (A “generation”
that puts fewer than thirty years between the birth of the father and
the son is sometimes called a “short” generation by chronologists.)

So then, One: Heraclitus exhorts us to listen to Speech Itself,
to the Logos Himself and to “say the same,” homologein, as says
the Logos about his cosmic “collecting,” to agree with him.
(Again, I say “his,” because this Logos is Heraclitus’s divinity.)
The actual word for “collect,” syllegein, is not voiced but is, I
think, to be heard by the hearing listener (50). Parmenides, on
the other hand, is effectively consigned to silence by the goddess,
Truth Herself, when she proscribes negation and predication (8).
The fact that the goddess herself speaks and uses negation is an
overt self-contradiction that presages the downfall of this grand-
est of all thoughts (Plato, Sophist 237 ff.). Heraclitus’s paradoxes
speak his mind while Parmenides’s contradictions refute his. As
their enjoined missions differ, so do their means. Heraclitus
speaks in pithy paradoxical prose, often framed as “nominal” or
“gnomic” sentences, meaning sentences that lack the copula “is,”
and speak verbless, that is, timeless wisdom; such as hen: panta,
“everything [is] one” (50). For Parmenides this copula-word, esti,
becomes, as I’ve said, all by itself a sentence; it is the positive
proposition of his teaching (2), which is delivered in epic hexa-
meters. The stylistic contrast mirrors their character, Heraclitus
is, as I said, a sessile solitary, a curmudgeonly despiser of his
unreceptive fellow-citizens (21), who speaks to them sparely
and brusquely of cosmic truths, and who devises his own apho-
ristic prose; Parmenides is a well-loved statesman in his city and
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a traveler in Greece, who came to Athens, where he instructed
an eager young Socrates in dialectic (Plato, Parmenides), and
who sings his teaching in Homeric resonances. 

Two: The basic terms of their language (as distinct from their
style) also attest their antithetical fraternity. As I said, Heraclitus
always speaks severally of “panta,” “all things,” “everything” (8,
10, 50). Parmenides always speaks jointly of “pan,” “all, the
whole” (8). The antithesis itself is this: For Heraclitus the con-
stituents of “everything” are alternately locked in mutually sup-
ported stasis, in inimical stability, hostile reliance, like stand-up
wrestlers who butt at and abut on each other in a temporary hold
(51), and then again are pulled apart by the referee, here the Logos.
Thus the collection of striving elements is transformed, not chaot-
ically, but according to precise mathematical ratios, called logoi,
in Greek, the plural of logos. These ratios are the mini-agents of
the Logos at work in the world; they supervise transformations of
matter obeying the dictates of a very modern chemical law: the law
fixing the ratios of masses in the transformation of substances; for
instance, so much of water into so much of earth, in every case of
transformation (31). This Heraclitean cosmos is simultaneously
positive and negative, discontinuous and unbounded, with a ruling
Logos who at once governs from beyond the collection and is ac-
tively immanent (4, 108). Such a world is twice oppositional: Each
being opposes its other individually, and all elements collectively
dissolve and supersede one another; there is strife and stability, de-
composition and reconstitution.

Parmenides’s “whole” is internally without differentiation
and so without negation, qualification, change, or locomotion—
a perfect, impenetrable, well-balanced sphere, continuous and
contained, homogeneous and bounded (8). This impenetrability
of Being to otherness is also its translucence to itself, as thought
is penetrable to thought—for Being is Thought (3). Parmenides
never asks about the features of its surround, since all that is, is
within. Nor does he ask about the name of its location, since that
would have to be the Is-not, the Nothing, the very term and
thought he has forsworn. I might remind you here that Heidegger
will, as it were, supplement Parmenides in his essay “What is
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Metaphysics” (1929). He surrounds the region of beings and
Being with “The Nothing” for which Dasein is the “place-holder”
amidst worldly beings, having been pulled into the Nothing by
means of an ontological feeling called “anxiety,” thence to view
beings as a whole.

Three: Heraclitus’s cosmos is a rational, that is, ratio-gov-
erned, collection of numerically related elementary stuff; the bod-
ies shaped from it are in relations of tension, which is a force
governing matter that is at once attractive and repulsive and
everywhere the same in the  tension-effecting connection, say a
bow-string (51).

Parmenides’s world is, on the contrary, a thought, as I’ve just
mentioned. He says unequivocally: “For it is the same to think
and to be”—to gar auto noein esti te kai einai (3, and he says it
again, 8). That’s the text, which Plotinus (Enneads V.1), who has
Pre-Socratic empathy, translates just as I have. I’ve already men-
tioned that some scholars can’t believe their eyes: Parmenides,
in the early fifth century B.C.E., is speaking like a German ide-
alist—Fichte, Schelling—of early nineteenth century C.E.! To
me it makes sense: Utter simplicity is the inception of idealism.
The ratifying text here is Plato’s Parmenides, in which Par-
menides seems to have travelled to Athens just to demonstrate in
young Socrates’ presence that contradicting conversation, the
kind called dialectic, is potent and necessary training for formu-
lating perplexities but perfectly impotent and even stymieing in
attaining ultimate insight. For example, to settle the Heraclitean-
Parmenidean question, “Many or One?”, which is also, not acci-
dentally, the central issue of Plato’s dialogue, thought must
outstrip speech. Thus, incidentally and cunningly, Parmenides se-
cures his goddess’s silence as ultimate: Dialectic must go silent
within sight of Truth, as Plato emphasizes in his Seventh Letter
(341c ff.). 

Four: These antithetical brothers share the root of irreconcil-
ability: extremism, but in opposing directions. Heraclitus is, to
my mind, sui generis, one of a kind, never repeated among his
successors, even those who actually quote him. Plato makes Eryx-
imachus, the physician-banqueter of the Symposium (his name
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means “Belchbattler;” he cures Aristophanes’s hiccups), draft Her-
aclitus into the service of harmonizing Love (187a). Nietzsche
finds him—ludicrously—comforting (Ecce Homo, 3). Even
Schopenhauer, closest to Heraclitus in advancing strife as a
world-principle—though, to be sure, farthest away in the ulti-
mate pessimism of his world-mood—ends by looking for an es-
cape from conflict in disinterested esthetic contemplation and
renunciation of the trouble-making will (The World as Will and
Representation, Bk. VI). Heidegger, who, to be sure, under-
stands Heraclitus’s cosmic war as both world-generating and
world-preserving, attributes to him not, indeed, an ultimate, but
an originary unity, a “collectedness of Being” (Introduction to
Metaphysics, 47, 130)—which is contradicted in a fragment that
says: “Out of all things, one and out of one, all things” (10)—
turn by turn: all things collected into a unity and the unity dis-
persed into all things.

Those mitigators are the Post-Socratics. Not so, never so,
Heraclitus. He finds kingliness in war (polemos, 53), justice in
strife (80), advantage in abrasiveness (8) and truth-telling in self-
contradiction. He even censures Homer for praying that battle
might disappear among gods and among men. I might inject now
that Heraclitus seems to me, in his feel for his tensely muscular
cosmos and his adoption of a brusquely handsome language,
closest of all to Hobbes—though Hobbes is, most peremptorily,
no metaphysician, but both a materialist and a mechanist, while
Heraclitus’s discerning Logos is both a meta-physical principle
and an immanent operator. Under him, stress and strain is thus
ultimate, neither in fact nor in wish resolvable; when the antag-
onists come apart, when their enlivening agon and their invigor-
ating agony ceases, it is only to mark a world-transformation and
a new polemical array. There is, in my reading, nothing else like
this in ontology—this ultimate clash of joyfully irreconcilable,
vividly assertive beings, held in their controlled confrontation by
the World-speaker, a Referee, the divine Logos himself: articulate
thinking in the service of a pervasively tensed cosmos. 

Parmenides’s holism too is never again equaled in the west-
ern ontological tradition, as far as I know—though perhaps it has
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its negative counterpart in the Nirvana of the East. His Being
commands total submersion and ultimate silence. These are not
conditions much to the taste of actively thinking human beings
and so, in Plato’s greatest ontological dialogue, the Sophist
(241d), a sort of “parricide” is committed: Father Parmenides is
dialectically killed so that the Unity of Being may be penetrated
by Otherness, diversity of kinds established, gradations of beings
grounded, speaking and its negations recovered, the capacity to
tell truths and falsehoods regained and with it the ability to dis-
tinguish thoughtful human beings from pretenders, philosophers
from sophists.

So much for their shared extremism at opposite ends of the
ontological spectrum, Heraclitus at the remote end of terminal
discord, Parmenides at the far terminus of ultimate union.

Five: In my title-question, “Pre-Socratics or First Philoso-
phers?” I suggest that these two men might have been philoso-
phers. Well, I must now draw back, as I’ve already intimated, and
say instead: They were actually pre-philosophers. For though the
word philosophy was said to have been coined by Pythagoras for
his attachment to his arithmetical principles (D.-K. I 454, 35), I
think of philosophy in the Socratic sense: wisdom loved, as dis-
tinct from wisdom possessed. Heraclitus himself, a younger man
than the Pythagoras he despised, uses the word—he often bor-
rows where he denigrates (40)—as an adjective. He says: “Wis-
dom-loving (philosophous, 35) men must inquire into a pretty
large lot of things.” (For “inquire” he uses the verb of the term
historia with which Herodotus starts his History.) That seeking
of information, now called “research,” is not, at least to Socrates,
the way of philosophy, which goes inward by way of recollection
to recover congenital knowledge rather than outward in a roving
search to find facts. Heraclitus doesn’t even use “wise,” sophos,
much of human capacities (118); his words are phronesis and
nous, discretion and intelligence—for him gifts of discrimination,
befitting the Logos and his manifold cosmos. 

Parmenides doesn’t, in what we have, speak of wise men or
wisdom-loving at all, but rather he calls himself “the man who
knows” (eidota phota, 1), whom Truth has chosen “to find out
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all things” (panta pythesthai, 1). The others are “double-pated
know-nothings” (dikranoi, eidotes ouden) who think, indiscrim-
inately, that “ever-to-be and not to be” are the same—or just that
“nothing is” (6).

Heraclitus and Parmenides are both men who alike think of
themselves as in the know, not conceitedly, as self-sufficient
discoverers, but proudly, as recipients of gifts from their respec-
tive divinities. Yet what they know is nearly antithetical: The
Whole is Many/One.

I’ll conclude, first with an observation about these great
Greeks—but perhaps not only them. It could be that many think-
ing Greeks and their successors adopted this mode because it both
suited their dispositions and their experiences, the mode namely
of complementary antithesis, of reciprocally necessary opposi-
tion. The Latinate languages help; for example, ob-ponere and
cum-ponere, “to oppose” and “to compose,” to confront and to
reconcile, are etymologically and semantically abutting notions.
A prime philosophical product of this way of seeing the world is
the old Pythagorean Table of Opposites (Aristotle, Metaphysics
I.5), among whose pairs are One/Many and Men/Women. An even
earlier example, a poetic case of such complementing opposition,
is presented by the Iliad and the Odyssey, each of which is the
other’s specific other: Short-lived Achilles/long-lived Odysseus,
confining camps/rovable seas, warring males/seductive demi-
goddesses, stark reality/vivid fantasy. Or, in the hybrid realm of
fictional hero and real-life initiate, there is the elderly hero
Odysseus “of many turns,” who has sailed all over the sea and
has known the towns of many men and the young, inexperienced
sage-to-be, Parmenides, who drives his chariot overland, straight
into the heart of a single truth; both tell of their journey to realms
beyond in epic hexameter.

So these two, Heraclitus and Parmenides, incarnate the op-
positional mode—as it were, providentially—at the very begin-
ning of articulate thinking and published thought: Heraclitus is
the teller of Manyness, of ultimately unresolvable, paradoxically
unifying antagonisms, Parmenides the voice of Oneness, of pri-
mordially unbreachable, speech-defying, seamless unity.
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This might be a good moment to ask an intriguing but es-
sentially idle question: Why does the proponent of multiplicity
precede the adherent of unity chronologically, even if it is by a
little? Let me try a conjecture: I’m persuaded that thinking and
speaking can occur separately—people can think without speak-
ing and speak without thinking—but all I’ve read tells me that
they develop conjointly. Now “infants,” meaning “speechless”
babies, who, soon after birth, can see pretty perfectly, who can
distinguish depths, discern bodies, notice identities, are still
“non-speakers” and probably only potentially thinkers, “not-yet-
thinkers.” In other words, the discernment of the senses precedes
the reflection of the intellect: Seeing precedes listening. Perhaps
philosophy recapitulates ontogeny, and our tradition of inquiry
into Being tracks our development as human beings. We can see
and distinguish the Manyness before we can think and say its
Oneness. Who knows?!

Were these two fathers superseded by their progeny? Were
they left behind in the progress of thinking, in the course of which
seers turned, via one true amateur, Socrates,  into professionals
and revealed wisdom pivoted, by way of question-asking into
problem-solving? Were they voices crying in an uncultivated
wilderness, foretelling the anointed proficients? Were they prim-
itive beginners—or never-again-equaled originators?

Hegel and Nietzsche had deep respect for them as forerun-
ners; Heidegger, more radically, regards them as the bearers of
Being, our existence’s only true preoccupation, whose illumi-
nations were dispersed and vaporized by subsequent professors
of philosophy. Their wisdom is to be brought back in an act of
re-petition (Wieder-holung) which is accomplished by the “de-
struction” (Destruktion), or, in the accepted mitigating transla-
tion, the “deconstruction” of the ontological tradition between
us and them (Being and Time, §6). 

To me, Socrates, the pivot-point between the few Pre-Socrat-
ics and all the subsequent philosophers, seems to be the incarnate
answer to this Heideggerian extremism. The first philosophers
speak awe-inspiring but riddling truths, which demand mulling
over and questioning—enough for two-and-a-half millennia and
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then some. Their own natural awe, which still elicits ours, is ear-
liest. The latest is Heidegger’s explicitly willful, that is, forcibly
disruptive, questioning and his insistence that philosophical ques-
tioning is about “extra-ordinary things” and is done by extra-or-
dinary people (Introduction to Metaphysics, pp. 16, 10, 133), by
rare “authentic” existences impelled by ontological anxiety.

Between awe and anxious aggression stands Socratic ques-
tion-asking in its modestly receptive, ironically knowing, faith-
borne openness. That, to me, makes him the game-changing
pivot-point, and rightly the name-bestowing epoch-maker.
Though deeply indebted to both Heraclitus and Parmenides, he
serves, in the Platonic dialogues, particularly in the Sophist, as
the instigator of equally deep inquiry into these Pre-Socratics’
great terms: Logos, Being, Nonbeing. And he also—critically—
anticipates his latest and, for the time being, last successor, Hei-
degger, in respect to questions and instigations. For Socratic
questions are not driven by will but drawn by love (Symposium
204e, Phaedrus 234c; both play on the homonymic features in
Greek of “love” [eros, gen. erotos] and “question” [erotesis].)
His occasions are not the extraordinary but the ordinary, and his
philosophizing is carried on in that self-confidently self-depre-
cating mode called eironeia in Greek, for which the translation
“irony” is not quite adequate: It means a dissembling modesty
that claims ignorance but intimates knowledge. This Socratic
irony, it seems to me, is the precise counterpart to a question. For
a question also claims ignorance—else, why would it be
asked?—and intimates knowledge—else, how could it recognize
its answer? (Meno 80d).

Let me finish by putting the same thought in a different way.
What is it that put Socrates between “Pre-” and “Post-”? Why is
he, in truth, a hinge, a cusp, a point-of-inflexion between
primeval awe and anxious willing? To be sure, it is a very asym-
metric “pre” and “post”—half a century before, two-and-a-half
millennia after. Nonetheless, the nineteenth century name for the
subjects of our conference does put him at the center and declares
him a turning point. Why, really? Because he turns wisdom into
the love of wisdom (sophia/philosophia), by putting a question
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mark to reverent awe; awe with a question mark is “wonder”
(thauma), and, as he says: “This passion especially belongs to
the philosopher—wondering; for there is no other origin of phi-
losophy than this” (Theaetetus 155d). I think that Socrates is
epochal because he undergirds truth-seeking with the motive-
feeling of wonder, which is not an excludingly arcane anxiety,
but an inclusively ordinary capacity—that for a non-rapacious
arousal of interest. From that vantage point the question of my
title, “Pre-Socratics or First Philosophers?”, can be answered like
this: If the wonder-inciting knowledge of his own ignorance be
the philosopher’s mark, then Heraclitus and Parmenides, the ini-
tiates, were pre-philosophers, Pre-Socratics, not yet knowing ig-
norance.

But if they did come within hearing and within sight of what
is now and ever will be the concern of philosophy, namely, telling
Speech and stable Truth, and if they confidently announced what
the one heard and the other saw, they were indeed doubly first—
the first men to engage in First Philosophy and to launch it with
their antithetical principles: an active, discerning, world-govern-
ing Logos and a steadfast, translucent, world-constituting Being.
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Prefacing the Absolute
in Hegel’s Phenomenology
Andrew Davis

The power of Spirit is only as great
as its expression, its depth only as
deep as it dares to spread out and
lose itself in its exposition.1

Hegel’s preface to the Phenomenology of Spirit begins by stress-
ing that there can be no preface to a system of philosophy. A sys-
tem must be an immanent, self-moving and self-contained whole
and so it cannot be brought to completion through a preface or
an appendix of any kind. This seems simple enough. But Hegel
goes on to write a substantial preface. At sixty pages it is three
times the length of Kant’s already lengthy preface to the Critique
of Pure Reason. How, then, is Hegel’s preface related to the Phe-
nomenology that follows it? 

Hegel’s preface seems to move on from the problem of pref-
aces after a few pages but, on closer inspection, the problem with
prefaces proves thematic throughout Hegel’s own preface. Pref-
acing books is a species of another problem that Hegel, at one
point, calls “anticipating” the absolute (Werke 3:27; Miller, 13).
In what follows, I look at two ways of anticipating the absolute
that Hegel addresses in his preface: one concerns explanations
and the other concerns propositions. By considering the problems
these anticipations stir up, we can deepen and enliven our sym-
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pathies for the idea that opposes mere anticipations of the ab-
solute: the idea of a system of philosophy, an idea has fallen on
hard times and could use our energetic reconsideration.

Part 1: The Problem with Explanations

Here is a translation of the preface’s first sentence that preserves
much of the word order of the origianal German:

An explanation, as is advanced, according to custom, in
the preface of a written work—concerning the purpose
[Zweck] that the author has intended, as well as the
causes of and the relation in which he believes it to stand
to earlier or contemporary treatments of the same ob-
ject—, [such an explanation] appears, for a philosophical
work, to be not only superfluous but, given the nature of
the subject-matter, even inappropriate or contrapurposive
[zweckwidrig] (My translation, Werke 3:11; Miller, 1).

Hegel opens with the word most at issue here: “explana-
tion” (Erklärung). The intermediate words of the sentence then
all bear on what kind of explanation a preface gives us until we
get to the end, where Hegel announces that the sort of explana-
tion we expect in a preface seems to work against to the very
purpose of a philosophical book. Prefatory explanations to
philosophical works purport to reveal the purpose of the work
and run counter to the purpose at the same time. 

Hegel takes advantage of the way that the German language
can suspend a thought in a single long sentence to invite the
reader into the expectation of a prefatory explanation before he
tells us at the end of the sentence that such explanation seems
unphilosophical, even anti-philosophical. This first sentence of
the preface is our first contact with the inversion of expectation
that becomes the Phenomenology’s stock in trade. The first di-
alectical movement of this book is to grasp philosophy, the
broad subject of the book, not through a positive definition but
as a negation: whatever philosophy is, it is not explanation of
the kind that appears in prefaces. Hegel’s preface begins to re-
veal something about the purpose of his book not by stating that
purpose but by negating the customary purpose of a preface,
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which is to explain the book. What, then, does Hegel mean by
explanation?

Explanation plays a decisive role in a later stage of the Phe-
nomenology named “Force and the Understanding.” By turning
to look at what Hegel says about explanation there, we can better
see what is at stake in this first sentence.

A word of warning: I’m about to summarize what many con-
sider the most challenging section of Hegel’s book in a paragraph.
Let’s begin with the play of forces, the reciprocal interchange be-
tween an active and a reactive force (Werke 3:113; Miller, 84).
This play is troubling because consciousness can’t keep straight
which force is active and which is reactive. You punch the wall,
but the wall punches back. To deal with this causal confusion,
we articulate this reciprocity as governed by a fixed law which
describes the movement of force but does not move itself (Werke
3:120; Miller, 90). Newton’s third law is always the same and al-
ways true of the events for which it is a law. What Newton’s third
law describes may be disconcerting to us (that all force will be
met with equal and opposite force) but by codifying our confu-
sion, we feign understanding. The restlessness of the force is not
so easily subdued, however, and a second inverse law appears as
an equally good candidate for describing our confusion. This is
what Hegel calls “the inverted world” (Werke 3:128; Miller, 96).
The resolution of these twinned worlds of law and anti-law oc-
curs when both are grasped together as what Hegel calls, “infin-
ity” by which he means self-relation.2 We now grasp movement
not as an effect of confusing forces of electrity or magnetism or
gravity, but as self-motion, as the self-unfolding of life. 

Hegel reminds us at the moment he reveals infinity or self-
relation as the truth of forces and their laws (Werke 3:133; Miller,
101), that the play of force was translated not just into a fixed
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law but into an explanation, which itself is a “movement of the
Understanding” (Werke 3:126; Miller, 95). When we explain
something, we translate the movements of the outer world into
the movements of our inner world. What is notable about the de-
velopment toward explanation here is that movement will out;
all attempts to supress movement or fix terms in place fail. Fixed
laws require application in explanations because explanations
mirror the movement of force but allow consciousness to own
the movement and so not to feel alienated by it. We now replace
the inner motion within the thing observed (which proved un-
thinkable to the understanding) with the motion of desire within
ourselves. We discover self-motion not in the thing but in our-
selves. Yet the transition from law to explanation reveals even
more. It indicates that the so-called objective world is not best
understood through wholly objective terms. Laws are constantly
in danger of becoming meaningless abstractions unless they are
taken up into explanations. But explanations prove tautological.
The explanation does not preserve a distinction between force
and law. An explanation of lightning explains it by saying it is
an instance of the law of electicity (Werke 3:124; Miller, 94), and
justifies the law of electricity by saying that it is what explains
lightning. Explanation does not provide satisfaction by deepening
our understanding of nature. Instead, Hegel says, it satisfies us
for another reason:

The reason why explaining affords so much self-satis-
faction is just because in it consciosuness is, so to speak,
communing directly with itself, enjoying only itself; al-
though it seems to be busy with something else, it is in
fact occupied only with itself (Werke 3:133; Miller, 101).

Explanation shows the understanding that its interest lies
more in itself than in the thing explained. After all, it is not for
the sake of the magnet that we explain magnetism. An explana-
tion is a translation of immediate perception into reflective sub-
jectivity. Subjective awareness, we later learn, is characterized
by desire: “Self-consciousness is desire in general” (Werke 3:139;
Miller, 105). While the objective consciousness believed itself to
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be standing back from and not influencing what it observed, in
the stage of self-consciousness, the object is actively pursued in
order to be consumed, enslaved, worked upon, intellectually nul-
lified or otherwise transformed to fit into the world as desired by
the self-consciousness. 

Explanation, it turns out, is the pivot between observation
and desire, between consciousness and self-consciousness. Hegel
writes: “The Understanding’s explanation is primarily only a de-
scription of what self-consciousness is” (Werke: 3:133; Miller,
101). If self-consciousness is desire, then an explanation is “pri-
marily only” a description of desire. And this is why it satisfies
us, because in the explanation we remake the event of force in
our own image, in the image of desire. The explanation does not
take us deeper into nature’s secret self, but deeper into our own
plans. If we consider the scientific program outlined by Francis
Bacon, we can see that it is explicitly aimed at power, at utility,
at manifesting desires. Bacon writes in the New Organon:
“Human knowledge and human power come to the same thing,
because ignorance of cause frustrates effect. For Nature is con-
quered only by obedience; and that which in thought is a cause,
is like a rule in practice” (New Organon I.3).3 For Bacon, the sci-
entist does not observe the world simply, but explains the world.
Bacon says we only give an account of cause for the sake of prac-
tice. We explain the natural world in relation to human desire.

We can now return to the preface to apply what we have dis-
covered about the relationship between explanation and desire.
In the preface, explanation plays a different but complimentary
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role, it is what a literate audience expects from a dutiful author.
Prefaces, Hegel tells us, should explain why the author “wrote
the book” and how the book relates to other books past or present
“on the same subject.” A preface should give us just what we
need to know in order to use the book. Scientific explanations in-
strumentalize nature. Prefaces instrumentalize books. Both out-
line their subject-matter in seemingly objective language that
runs cover for subjective purposes.

Philosophical prefaces take what might otherwise be owner-
less arguments and explain them, that is, they translate them into
the language of self-consciousness, the language of desire. The
customary preface frames the book with a candid statement by the
author that should translate her thinking from the terms of the field
of inquiry into the more subjective terms of her own intellectual
biography and the particular historical circumstances surrounding
it. The generally accepted opinion is that a preface should appeal
to a broad audience and make philosophical thinking more acces-
sible. But Hegel argues it does just the opposite. Hegel writes:

Demanding and supplying these explanations passes read-
ily enough as a concern with what is essential. Where
could the inner meaning of a philosophical work find
fuller expression than in its purposes [Zwecken] and re-
sults and how could these be more exactly known than by
distinguishing them from everything else the age brings
forth in this sphere? Yet when this acivity is taken for
more than the beginnings of cognition, when it is allowed
to pass for actual cognition, then it should be reckoned as
no more than a device for evading the real issue [die
Sache selbst], a way of creating an impression of hard
work and serious commitment to the problem, while ac-
tually sparing oneself of both (Werke 3:12-13; Miller, 2).

Hegel’s complaint here might seem unfair. Who has ever sug-
gested that a preface was more than a beginning of cognition
(erkennen)? The preface is supposed to ease us in to the book,
not replace it. Is Hegel arguing that providing an explanation of
the purpose and circumstances of the book at the start actually
makes any further philosophical thinking impossible? 
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If he is arguing this, then it is yet more strange that Hegel re-
marks in paragraph 16 that he will now give us a sketch of the
purpose of his book and distinguish his method from other ways
of doing philosophy. After pages of polemics against prefaces
and the culture that prefers them to the hard work of reading
whole books, Hegel seems to have gotten the venom out of his
system. He seems to reconcile himself to writing something like
the traditional preface he is criticizing, but this is only an appear-
ance.4 I decided to translate this passage myself to try to capture
just how tentative Hegel’s language here is:

Considering that pointing toward a general picture
[Vorstellung], before any attempt at an exposition, makes
the latter easier to grasp, it is useful to hint at an approx-
imation of [the exposition], at the same time taking the
opportunity to distance [the exposition] from certain
forms [of thought] whose habitual [use] is a hindrance
for philosophical knowing (My translation, Werke 3:22;
Miller, 9).5

If we look closely, Hegel avoids, above all, describing his
endeavor as an “explanation” and chooses instead to call it
“pointing toward a general picture” and “hinting at an approx-
imation.” He does not suggest that the preface is a clarification
or that it is more clear than the exposition it prefaces. He em-
phasizes instead that it is more general and more rough. Hegel
admits that some preliminary sketch of a project may serve the
reader, and that distancing his approach from some other ap-
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proaches may also serve the reader. The former is what replaces
the customary account of the author’s aim and the latter is what
replaces a historical account of other works in the field. What
Hegel says he will give us is more tentative, less personal and
less historical than the usual preface author’s statement of aims,
results and contexts. We learn nothing determinate about what
other books, past and present, this book intersects with and we
learn nothing of Hegel’s own Aha! experience that led to the
writing of this book. 

If paragraphs 1 through 15 compile a series of problems with
the culture of prefaces, then paragraphs 16 through 37 give us a
sketch of the aim of Hegel’s book.6 Hegel, with a nod to the typ-
ically subjective mode of the preface, even begins paragraph 17
with a clear, first person claim: “In my view which can be justi-
fied only by the exposition of the system itself, everything turns
on grasping and expressing the true not only as substance, but
equally as subject” (Werke 3:22-23; Miller, 9-10).

I know of no other place where Hegel uses this construction
“according to my view.” Hegel presents the system here as if it
were his system, not simply the system. Normally, Hegel avoids
this. Hegel’s own personal view is not the issue. In the Phenom-
enology, for example, the perspective shifts back and forth be-
tween how things look to the moment of consciousness under
consideration and then how they look from the point of view of
the so-called Phenomenological Observer who stands at the end
and looks back, recollecting the shapes of knowing in relation
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to each other.7 Neither of these positions are supposed to be
Hegel’s own.

Yet here in the preface, Hegel gives us a strange double
speak: it is his view (the word is Einsicht—literally, “insight”) it
is his insight but it can only be justified by the presentation itself,
not his assurances. I take Hegel to make himself appear right at
this moment in order to more fully sublimate himself to the work.
His view is that his view isn’t important. His insight is that the
thinking of the book must stand on its own. There is good prece-
dent for this position, of course, Heraclitus begins one of his frag-
ments “Listening not to me but to the Logos,” (Hermann Diels
and Walther Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker. [Zurich:
Weidmann, 1985] B50), and Socrates issues a similar reminder
regularly; for example, in the Phaedo he says, “give little thought
to Socrates and much more to the truth” (Phaedo 91C).

Hegel’s preface, just when it seems to drop its critique of
prefaces and offer its own summary of aims, actually deepens the
attack. Hegel begins to expose the conceptual problem to which
the prefacing of books belongs: the problem of anticipating the
absolute. Anticipating the absolute avoids an encounter with the
Sache selbst, the real issue. The real issue here is not appearances
or material underlying apperances or even fixed intellectual
essences or forms, but movement, development, the meaningful
movements that reveal the wholeness of things. Anticipations are
fixed images, not the live unfolding of the subject mattter itself
on its own terms.

Part 2: The Problem with Propositions

Hegel argues in paragraph 23 that just as truth cannot be pre-
sented in a preface, it cannot even be expressed in ordinary sen-
tences and propositions. Hegel begins paragraph 23 remarking
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that the need to represent the absolute as subject has found ex-
pression in the following sentences: “God is the eternal, God is
the moral world order, God is love, and so on” (Werke 3:26;
Miller, 12). Before we get the details of the argument, Hegel’s
tone communicates a great deal. He rehearses several potent the-
ological propositions in quick succession followed by “and so
on.” Hegel draws our attention to the fact that these are merely
words, words and more words, however hallowed their supposed
referents. Soon he will remind us that without a predicate, the
word “God” is “just meaningless sound” (Werke 3:27, Miller, 13).

Even the word “God” must get content from a predicate like
“eternal” or “love.” But then, if God gets all content and meaning
from the predicate, why not simply give the predicates without the
name, the meaningless sound? Hegel says this is what ancient
philosophers did with claims like “Being is” or “The One is.” The
reason this is not preferable, Hegel argues, is because here we have
no subject, no element of the sentence that is “reflected into itself.”
“Being is” leaves open the question of how being is, because it
leaves open the question of how being is related to itself such that
it can be at all. The predicate gives the content of the judgment, it
tells us what the judgment is, but the subject gives the judgment
form, it tells us how or in what way the content is. The content
“red” may be said equally of an imaginary unicorn, or a sensible
rubber ball or a rationally grasped living animal. In each case, the
redness has a different sort of being, it is in a different way.

Here a subject is not an individual or person, but rather what
makes a person a person—that is, “subject” names a kind of self-
relation. To give only the substance “Being” without the subject
“God” leaves a subject implied but outside consideration. This is
effectively what statements in mathematical physics do when they
give accounts of substance without any account of subject. What
kind of subject is “the universe” such that it can relate itself to itself
according to electron charges or gravity? The universe is not con-
sidered to be a subject, it is not self-aware or self-relating, not re-
flected into self. Nor is “Being” just as such. In both cases we are
merely describing indifferent elements alongside one another with
no inner life. As a result, God still lurks as the unstated ultimate
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subject, the way that the content relates to itself, how the content
has being at all.

“God is eternal,” on the other hand, manages to make a state-
ment that reflects content (eternal) into a subject (God). This
seems to be substance becoming subject. But it is not. Hegel re-
minds us:

The subject is assumed as a fixed point to which, as sup-
port, the predicates are affixed by a movement belonging
sto the knower of this subject, and which is not regarded
as belonging to the fixed point itself; yet it is only
through this movement that the content could be repre-
sented as subject (Werke 3:27; Miller, 13).

The named subject, God, has been assumed as a fixed point
and the movement by which it acquires its content (eternity) be-
longs to “the knower” of the name. That is, the movement be-
longs the person who utters the sentence. The problem with
sentences, taken singly, is that the words in them must have fixed
designations to function. “Bring me the hammer” only “works”
if “hammer” is fixed enough to mean the tool I need. We have
pragmatic reasons for fixing the meaning of subjects and predi-
cates in sentences. Yet if “God” is taken as a fixed point, then in
what way am I attributing eternity to God? That is a question for
you to ask me, not God. “God is eternal”, when I say it, is a state-
ment of mine, not God’s. You ask me, what do you mean by eter-
nal and I say “uncreated” or “having endless duration” or
“perpetual presence.” At any rate, the movement of knowing de-
scribed in my sentence is my imposition, not the self-movement
of the grammatical subject, God. Ordinary language and predi-
cate logic reflect only the subjective movement of knowers mak-
ing connections, not the inner connections within the things
known. Again, this is perfectly acceptable for sentences like
“bring me the hammer.” But not for “God is Eternal.” With that
sentence, we meant to do something different. We meant to de-
scribe truth, not just the way things appear to us.

In a similar fashion to how God seemed to be lurking as the
hidden subject of the sentence “The universe is fourteen billion
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years old,” we discover that the ego, the “I,” is the hidden subject
of the sentence “God is eternal.” Sentences, taken as assertions
or propositions, foreground not the subject as such, self-relation,
but the finite subjectivity of the speaker.

Hegel tells us at the end of paragraph 23 that the proposition
offers, at best, an “anticipation” of the absolute. This may be ob-
vious. Who claims that single sentences express the nature of
God or Being or the Absolute? But the problem of sentences like
“God is eternal” goes deeper: 

This mere anticipation that the Absolute is Subject is not
only not the actuality of this concept, it makes this [ac-
tuality] impossible; for it sets [the subject] as a fixed
point, when it is self-movement (Werke 3:27; Miller, 13).

Sentences not only fail to capture the self-relation of self-re-
lating beings, they cover this actuality over with an illusion of
fixed categorial stability. Hearkening to the grammar of sentences
we would never catch sight of the absolute.

So we have a problem: the ordinary way language functions
is too fixed, too rigid, to mirror the self-moving soul, self-moving
nature or a self-moving God. We cannot fix this problem with
new names or new definitions or new observations about the
properties of matter. Philosophical analysis of language and re-
search in the physical sciences, two popular models for discov-
ering truth in the 20th century, are both barred from truth
methodologically, according to Hegel, because they have no
method by which to realize the self-movement of the Concept.
Both rely, in fact, on the now common ontological assumption
that everything remains at rest until something else moves it.8 As
a result, the terms and objects we describe lie indifferently along
side one another and lack the account of self-movement that
would link them together. 

The point of these remarks on the subjectivity of propositions
becomes clear in the following paragraph. Hegel begins: 
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Among the various consequences that follow from what
has just been said, this one in particular can be stressed,
that knowlege is only actual, and can only be expounded,
as Science or as system; and furthermore, that a so-called
basic proposition or principle of philosophy, if true is also
false, just because it is only a principle (Werke 3:27;
Miller, 13).

The remedy to the conceptual rigor mortis imposed by antic-
ipations of the absolute in propositions is what Hegel calls “sys-
tem.” In a system, the system itself becomes the subject instead
of the speaker or writer. I think we are familiar with this from
reading books. When one reads, the book as a whole is the meas-
ure of each sentence, the testing ground of each claim. Neither
our own personal preferences nor those of the author are to be
privileged over the work taken as a whole. This, we might say, is
systematic or scientific reading in Hegel’s sense of those terms.
Our trust is not in individual words, propositions, intentions, men-
tal states, discourses or deep grammars, but rather in the method
that self-organizes into a whole, what Hegel, elsewhere in the
preface, calls “the self-moving Concept” or “the labor of the neg-
ative.” Truth is not an attribute of sentences but of method.

In paragraph 61 of the Preface, Hegel notes that philosophy
is so difficult to read because philosophical speech does not fix
the meaning of terms in place like ordinary, pragmatic speech
does. Some find this pretentious or intentionally obscure, but
Hegel insists that it is a necessary consequence of writing that
tries to reflect the movement of thinking itself. Thinking is much
more mobile than ordinary language conveys. Philosophical sen-
tences (including what Hegel calls “speculative” propositions)
encourage a “floating center” of meaning that Hegel compares
to the rhythm that emerges from the conflict between accent and
meter found in reading lines of classical poetry.9
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To read Hegel we accustom ourselves to the rhythm of think-
ing instead of passing judgment on each and every statement in
isolation. We cannot make substance subject through a subjective
connection (as langauge and logic suggest). Substance must be-
come subject through itself, not just for us. When we read a book,
the meaning of the whole emerges from the movement of the
book’s parts. We can assert a connection between any two parts,
but the whole might suggest another arrangement.

Prefatory explanations seem to introduce us to a work but
they actually hold us apart from it. Propositions seem to allow
us to describe the qualities and characteristics of the absolute but
actually obscure the absolute from view. Neither prefaces nor
sentences qualify as presentations of truth. This is why we need
a system. A system is not some rigid architectonic imposed from
outside, that is what Hegel calls “formalism” and argues against
throughout most of the preface. System in Hegel’s sense is noth-
ing but self-relating method and this is perhaps best understood
as analogous to the growth and development of a living organism.
System is the complete self-elaboration of something as it runs
through the whole course of its own movement. For Hegel, the
System is self-completing, it is thinking thinking itself. 
Conclusion: The Need for System
By the end of the preface, Hegel’s doubts about prefaces return.
In paragraph 70 he describes the average, common sense reader
who “in order to keep up with the times, and with advances in
philosophy” reads reviews and prefaces and first paragraphs of
new philosophical books. He follows this by insisting that 

[t]rue thoughts and scientific insight are only to be won
through the labor of the Concept. Only the Concept can
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an expansion of thinking and a dizzying effect. Instead of contending
with one subject in need of determinacy, we now have two reciprocally
mobile subjects, each orbiting around the other in turn. The two subjects
illuminate one another not by placing new determinate limits (as a pred-
icate might) but rather by negating the conventional limits present in
normal usage of each subject. Thus philosophical writing has to “be read
over and over before it can be understood” (Werke 3:60; Miller, 39).



produce the universality of knowledge [die Allgemenheit
des Wissens] which is neither common vagueness nor the
inadequacy of ordinary common sense but a fully devel-
oped, perfected knowing; not the uncommon universality
of a reason whose talents have been ruined by indolence
and the conceit of genius, but a truth ripened to its prop-
erly matured form so as to be capable of being the prop-
erty of all self-conscious Reason (Werke 3:65; Miller, 43).

This passage reveals Hegel’s hope for his new work, the Phe-
nomenology of Spirit. He hopes that this book, by introducing us
to thinking’s self-development, to the labor of the self-moving
Concept, will inaugurate the universality of knowledge. “Univer-
sality” here translates the German word Allgemeinheit, which lit-
erally means “all-togetherness” and calls to mind both the
all-togetherness of the things known and the all-togethernness of
the knowers that know them. This universal knoweldge to be
shared by all human beings is not the lowest common denomi-
nator, it is not a truth so vague and prosaic that everyone can
agree to it, nor is it the universality of an abstraction derived by
one person of genius and accepted on authority by others.

For Hegel, the turn toward science, system and philosophy
is a turn away from a private sort of thinking on offer in prefaces,
explanations and propositions. Philosophy turns away from these
and toward the act of thinking itself, the rhythm of thinking that
we all experience. Hegel argues that such a thinking held in com-
mon can only be the product of the self-elaboration of thinking,
thinking unfolding itself on its own terms. This amounts to losing
ourselves in thinking itself which will turn out to be our inner-
most self, though at first it feels like we are abandoning the self
we know. This means that to raise ourselves to the universality
of knowledge, we must, as Hegel says, “lose ourselves in the ex-
position” (Werke 3:18; Miller, 6).

Hegel contrasts this self-discovery through self-loss with the
prefatory explanation, which “grasps after an Other yet remains
much more preoccupied with itself” (My translation, Werke 3:13;
Miller, 3). Prefaces offer a poignant example of writing that
seems to make knowledge common or universal, but really does
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the opposite. Prefaces turn truth into a subjective possession of
the author. The truth of their work is recast in the contingent
terms of their personal aims and historical context. This is the
ironic reversal of explanation that recurs in “Force and the Un-
derstanding.” Explanations appear to be about something else,
but are really narcissistic affairs. 

The view Hegel opposes here can be found in many of his
contemporaries. As Schelling puts it in the fifth of the Philosoph-
ical Letters, 

Every system bears the stamp of individuality on the face
of it because no system can be completed otherwise than
practically, that is, subjectively. The more closely a phi-
losophy approaches its system, the more essentially free-
dom and individuality partake of it and the less it can
claim universal validity [Allgemeingültigkeit].10

This, Schelling goes on to say, is why there will always be
conflict between multiple opposed systems of dogmatism and crit-
icism and why no system of philosophy will ever be complete.

Hegel might agree that this assertion of subjectivity can in-
deed be seen in philosophical writings, but to attend to it over the
argument is to miss the common activity of thinking that brings
us together with each other and with the thinkers of the past.

In a lecture on Schelling’s philosophy given in 1826, Hegel
remarks that

[s]ince the presupposition of philosophy [for Schelling] is
that the subject has an immediate intuition of this identity
of the subjective and the objective, philosophy thus appears
as an artistic talent or genius in individuals that comes only
to “Sunday’s children.” By its very nature, however, philos-
ophy can become universal, for its soil is thinking, the uni-
versal, and that is the very thing that makes us all human.11
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This recalls us to paragraph 70 in the preface to the Phe-
nomenology where Hegel has opposed philosophy as genius
with philosophy as the universality of knowledge. For Hegel, a
properly immanent philosophical system does not, as Schelling
argues, “bear the stamp of individuality.” Isolated propositions
do, prefaces do, explanations do, but a system is precisely the
form of expression that no longer bears the stamp of individual-
ity. A system turns us toward the activity of development itself,
not its intermittent results. As adults we differ in many ways but
we share a common developmental path of growth in body and
soul from infancy to childhood to adolescence to adulthood that
points toward a single activity of self-unfolding human being.
For example, height may differ from person to person, but that
we grow taller and at some point stop, this is something we all
share. Hegel is not claiming that all opinions will be shared in
some utopia of same-mindedness, but rather that the philosoph-
ical system aims to make access to knowing universal, that is, it
makes access to speculative or philosophical thinking universal.
Because it begins with what is immediate and proceeds step by
step (or negation by negation), Hegel’s system demands not tal-
ent, not genius, but patience. By contrast, anticipations of the
absolute appeal to our laziness and keep philosophy proper as a
guarded activity for the few.

In Plato’s Meno, Meno gets frustrated. He accuses Socrates
of paralyzing him and then he tries to paralyze Socrates. He as-
serts that if we don’t know something already, we won’t recog-
nize it even if we do stumble across it. Meno assumes, of course,
that the soul is not immortal and does not know all things already.
As a result, knowledge should become impossible.  This impasse
contains the seed of recollection within it, but what Meno has in
mind is a kind of learning that, to use Schelling’s words, always
“bears the stamp of individuality.” What Meno has in mind is not
knowledge, but opinion.

In a similar fashion, Hegel indicates that a need for prefaces
casts doubt upon the possibility of knowledge as such, because
this need suggests that all learning requires personal and histor-
ical qualifiers. Accordingly, philosophy becomes “unconscious
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memoir” to use Nietzsche’s words.12 Hegel’s response is that we
need a self-unfolding system. While this may sound imposing
and abstract, what he has in mind is not far from what Socrates
proposes to Meno. Socrates even hints at the possiblity of the
universality of knowledge, just as Hegel does, when he says to
Meno: 

For, nature as a whole being akin [syngenous] and the
soul having learned all things, nothing prevents someone,
once he has recollected just one thing—what human be-
ings call “learning”—to discover all else if he is coura-
geous and doesn’t grow weary in the search (Meno 81d).

According to Hegel, we need a system of philosophy because
without it our thinking falls on narcissistic habits, it becomes too
self-involved to be self-expressing. We need a system of philos-
ophy because we need confidence in a whole that will gather up
all the movements of thinking so that we can engage thinking
courageously, even when we seem to be making mistakes. We
need a system of philosophy so that truth isn’t measured by each
proposition or by each person in a different way and so that each
of us has a fair shot at knowing something together in common.
Hegel’s preface exposes the tendancies that seem to advance uni-
versal knowledge but actually incline us against the common pur-
suit of truth.
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Alcibiades’s Image of Socrates
in the Symposium

Alan Pichanick

The problem of akrasia is manifested in a famously perplexing
report from Alcibiades, who in describing his conversations with
Socrates presents a phenomenon that we have difficulty account-
ing for: he claims that when he converses with Socrates he is per-
suaded that Socrates is right, but that once he leaves his presence
he returns to his old ways of life that Socrates had questioned.
Alcibiades exemplifies the weakness of will (or lack of control)
to listen to what one knows to be rationally defensible, to accept
what is true and good, and to follow it in one’s life. It is odd that
we see human beings do this, even (or especially?) when it is our-
selves. In this essay, I would like to explore why Plato uses this
particular character, Alcibiades, to describe this phenomenon in
the Symposium. I would like to claim that an investigation into
the akrasia of Alcibiades is necessary in order to understand So-
cratic philosophy itself. 

Alcibiades is first of all a disrupter. He drunkenly enters a
party where the participants had agreed not to drink while saying
their praises to the divine Eros. Nor does he end up giving a
speech glorifying Eros, as the other participants have done. It is
rumored that he comes to the party having just committed a great
act of profanation of what the city holds most sacred. This
should remind us that the party itself is taking place against the
background of the Peloponnesian War and Alcibiades had a less
than wholesome role as a leader of the Athenians. Alcibiades
changed sides, more than once, and was instrumental before that
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in persuading the crowd of Athens to undertake the disastrous
venture to Sicily. Thucydides claims they had an overwhelming
eros for this expedition. One might go so far as to say that they
were drunk on their own ambition.

The drunk man thus enters and is led by those present to sit
between Socrates and Agathon. Earlier Socrates had said that
Dionysus, the god of wine, would be the judge “between” him
and Agathon. Perhaps it is this drunken man, sitting between
Socrates and Agathon, who stands in for Dionysus himself. Al-
cibiades is so drunk that he does not at first see Socrates. Then
when he does see him, he is surprised to see Socrates seated there.
Socrates should be sitting by Aristophanes, according to Alcibi-
ades. All of this is strange, and yet it is not without a sense that
hopefully will become clear.

It is Socrates who claims to be a lover of Alcibiades first
(213c-d), prompting us, the readers, to ask who is the lover of
whom. But it is Alcibiades who is next in line in the speaking
order due to the newly disrupted seating arrangement. He claims
that he simply cannot give a speech in praise of Eros in the pres-
ence of Socrates, for Socrates would not tolerate any human
being or god being praised while he is around (214c-d). This of
course would be great hubris, which quickly becomes the theme
of Alcibiades’s ensuing remarks. But why does Alcibiades see
such hubris in Socrates? Doesn’t such a statement contradict what
we readers have seen in the dialogue prior to Alcibiades’s arrival?
Have we not seen Socrates listen to several other speeches before
Alcibiades showed up? So we must ask: where is Socrates’s
hubris manifested? Socrates doesn’t disagree, but tells Alcibiades
only to keep quiet about what he just said. Alcibiades claims, sev-
eral times, that he will tell the truth and this is the very purpose
of his “images”, though he admits he is drunk. The drunken man
is at least one paradigmatic instance of the akratic man, in oppo-
sition to the moderate (sophron) man. So perhaps the truth we
should be interested in concerns what Alcibiades says and shows
about his own soul.

But with that, Alcibiades’s speech about Socrates begins,
making two comparisons between Socrates and the statues of
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Silenus and between Socrates and the satyr Marsyas. The first
one is as follows:

I say that he is very like a statue of Silenus you see sitting
in the statue shops, the ones the craftsmen make with
pipes or an aulos in their hands, and when you open them
up they are shown to have images of the gods inside
(215a-c).

This first image—the statue of Silenus—is very, very strange.
Of course it highlights the ugly outside of Socrates that hides
Socrates’s interior, an interior that Alcibiades has somehow
glimpsed. Silenus statues were odd—think of a balding man with
a snub nose and bulging eyes; now add ears, tails, and hooves of
horses, and give him an erection. (One can see why Alcibiades
might say that we think he is out for laughs rather than truth.)
But additionally, these strange creatures are supposedly lustful
and follow Dionysus around. 

There is also something odd about Alcibiades’s very use of
an image of a statue. Statues are themselves images, not origi-
nals. So the image he is describing is about images that point to
something else. But on top of that, the exterior of this image—
the statue of Silenus—is not the end of the story. There is an in-
terior to this statue—this image—which holds “Images (!) of
gods”. Alcibiades thus presents an image describing an image
containing images! Later on, Alcibiades will say that not only
Socrates, but Socrates’s speeches are like these statues of Silenus.
But by now we should be wondering if Alcibiades’s own speech
is similar to these statues of Silenus. What is the exterior of his
speech? What happens when we open it: what are the images
within? And, most importantly, does Alcibiades himself know
what his own images within point to?

The first image does not sit by itself, however. The second
image, a comparison to Marsyas, highlights three elements, a
comparison in form, flute playing, and hubris:

And I say that he is like the satyr Marsyas. Now I don’t
suppose, Socrates, that you yourself would dispute that
you are like them in form. As for how you are like them
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in other respects too, listen to what’s next. You are
hubristic. Or aren’t you? If you don’t agree, I will provide
witnesses. Well aren’t you an aulos player? And a far
more amazing one than Marsyas. For he enchants people
with an instrument, through the power of his mouth . . .
his music, whether a good aulos player plays it or some
no good-aulos girl, it alone makes the audience pos-
sessed, and makes clear which of them have need of the
gods and of initiation rites, for it is divine. But you so far
surpass him that you do the same thing without an instru-
ment, with words alone (215b-d).

The element I would like to highlight in Alcibiades’s image
he presents here is the connection he must perceive between
Socrates’s hubris and Socrates’s aulos playing, the analogue for
Socrates’s words and the effect they have on listeners.
Socrates’s speeches have a powerful hold on Alcibiades. They
are enchanting, possessing, stunning, and divine. Not only that,
Socrates’s power is greater than the satyr’s. He needs no instru-
ment to accomplish his divine enchantment of his listeners. His
is accomplished by his human power of speech alone. If this
was not hubristic enough, one might suppose, it is Socrates’s
speeches, to the exclusion of all other speeches—Alcibiades
claims—that informs one who is in need of the gods. Are the
claims in this speech not merely charges of hubris, but charges
of impiety, compatible with the charges that Socrates faces
when he is on trial for his life? Yet these very charges are being
launched against Socrates by a man whose guilt in the Apology
he shared by association. That is, it should strike us as odd that
in the Symposium we see Alcibiades—of all people—attack
Socrates for anything that resembles impiety. It is at this point
that we are compelled to ask how Socrates can be defended
against this charge. And how does Alcibiades’s future career
not implicate Socrates? What in the Symposium answers this
question?

I think it is no coincidence that it is this speech of Alcibi-
ades, regarding the power of Socrates’s words, that leads finally
to his confession of his akrasia:
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Even now I know myself that if I were willing to listen,
I’d not be able to tough it out, but the same thing would
happen to me. For he forces me to agree that though I
am very much wanting I still do not take care of myself
but instead manage the affairs of the Athenians. So I
force myself to plug my ears and run away from him, as
from the Sirens, so I do net end up growing old sitting
there at his side.

And he’s the only person before whom I’ve experi-
enced something one would think I didn’t have in me:
being at all ashamed. He is the only one who has ever
made me feel ashamed. For I admit that I am unable to
argue that it is not necessary to do what he bids me to do.
But whenever I leave him, I am overcome by the honor
which comes from the many. So I go on the run and flee
him, and when I see him, I am ashamed because of the
things I’d agreed with him. There have been many times
when I would have been glad to no longer see him among
the living, but if this were to happen, I know well that
I’d be far more upset. So I just don’t know what to do
with this man (216a-c).

Alcibiades cannot live up to what he “knows” is right. If
the popular conception of akrasia were correct, we would say
that when Alcibiades leaves Socrates’s presence he is over-
come by pleasures. But this can’t be right, according to
Socrates in the Protagoras. Alcibiades himself doesn’t seem to
be couching the problem in pleasure language either. It is honor
that pulls him away from what he knows. And it is shame in
Socrates’s presence that brings him back to himself again. If
indeed we want to compare the pleasures associated with pur-
suing honor from others and pursuing sex, then we must ask
how to compare the desires associated with them—sexual de-
sire and desire for recognition or desire for power, for example.
This attention to kinds of desires might necessitate a division
of the soul, similar to what is carried out in Book III of the Re-
public and in the Phaedrus. In the Symposium, the very first
speech given at the party, by Phaedrus, placed great emphasis
on feeling shame before one’s beloved. So perhaps we see Al-
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cibiades here enacting the very first insight that is given to us
by the very first speechmaker.

Although it is Socrates who claims to be the lover of Alcib-
iades first, if Phaedrus is right, it is clearly Alcibiades who is
madly, exclusively in love with Socrates. Notice how this fits
with the language of force and compulsion that Alcibiades uses
in his speech confessing his akrasia: “if I were willing,” “I’d not
be able,” “he forces me,” “I force myself,” and of course “I am
overcome.” Who else but Socrates has achieved this mastery over
Alcibiades? But notice—and this I think is what Phaedrus does
not see, among other things, in his account—how self-aware Al-
cibiades seems in his description of his own experience, his own
psychic conflict.

Alcibiades claims to know what the right course of action
is. But he also knows himself that he can’t stick to it, and knows
what the result will be emotionally when he talks with Socrates
again. Yet that doesn’t deter him from his old way of life: his
ambition is simply too strong. Alcibiades is thus interesting to
us because he has (some) self-knowledge and knowledge of oth-
ers, but rather than being combined with a desire for pleasure, it
is combined with a desire for honor that brings about his akratic
state. The primary players that have now emerged are self-
knowledge and ambition and their conjunction in the akrasia of
Alcibiades. If we continue with Alcibiades’s speech, we see that
Socrates himself—his self-knowledge and his hubris—conjoin
in a way that is not akratic, but in a way that is both erotic and
moderate, a conjunction that seems absurd for the rest of us—
only possible if we are divided against ourselves, in perpetual
conflict. But for Socrates this conflict vanishes because both his
erotic condition and his moderation turn out to be deeply con-
nected to his pursuit of self-knowledge, oriented by knowledge
of the whole itself. It is the simultaneous search for the Good
and the nature of the soul that underlies both Socratic eros and
moderation.

Alcibiades describes Socrates’s interior condition as having
moderation (sophrosune), which hides underneath the exterior
hubris (216c-d). What then does Plato want us to think about
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what Alcibiades claims to have glimpsed inside of Socrates? Has
he obtained a genuine insight? How much of this insight speaks
the truth about Socrates, his claimed intention? Or—how much
of what Alcibiades sees on the inside describes Alcibiades him-
self—is it deeply rooted in his own psychic conflict?

Recall that Socrates is the only person in front of whom Al-
cibiades has ever felt ashamed. According to Phaedrus’ speech
about love this must arise from the lover-beloved relationship be-
tween Alcibiades and Socrates. But should we not also wonder
why Alcibiades never feels shame in front of anyone else? And
what about Socrates? Does he ever feel ashamed? I think not. If
he has moderation it seems not to do with shame. In the
Charmides, the dialogue about sophrosune, Socrates throws
Homer at young Charmides, reminding him that shame is no
companion for one who is needy. The most needful thing must
be eros. So for the Socratic, shame and eros get pulled apart.

This is why Socrates looks hubristic on the outside. He is
shamelessly beyond the view of others. He is, we might say, bor-
rowing Plato’s favorite word, atopos (placeless, unlocated, dis-
oriented). Or at least his topos is not the city in the same way that
it is for the rest of us. (It’s related here that Socrates is no fan of
crowds.) Alcibiades thus appears more and more like an alter-ego
to Socrates. Alcibiades is motivated by shame and honor, while
Socrates is not. Alcibiades desires to please the crowd, whereas
Socrates sees that as an impediment to desiring wisdom and heal-
ing the soul. In Alcibiades I, at the climax of the dialogue, Socrates
suggests to a much younger and sober Alcibiades that he needs to
stop looking outward to the things of the body, to his belongings
and to the city, and to look inward. In this conversation he not
only couples self-knowledge with moderation (131a), but also
claims that he himself—Socrates—is the only one who ever truly
loved Alcibiades, for he loved him for his soul and not his body,
his possessions, his power, or anything else external to him (131e-
132a). He fears Alcibiades’s corruption by the city (132a) and he
asks Alcibiades how the “self itself” (129b) could be discovered,
encouraging Alcibiades to compare the discovery of his own
thinking to an eye looking into a mirror, seeing itself (133a).
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So, my friend Alcibiades, if a soul is to know itself, it
must look into a soul, and particularly into that region of
it in which the excellence of the soul, wisdom, resides,
and to anything else that this is similar to? . . . It seems
so to me Socrates (133b).

The question for us is: does Alcibiades succeed in doing this?
We know he has described looking into Socrates, and seeing his
sophrosune within. He does not claim to see wisdom there. But
Socrates says that there might be something similar to wisdom in
the other person’s soul that can bring about self-knowledge in Al-
cibiades. I think this similar thing is moderation, which for
Socrates is tied up with his erotic nature. Because for Socrates,
moderation properly understood is knowledge of the whole.
Sophrosune is not just restraining desires or showing endurance—
two states that could accompany a completely unerotic individual.
Rather sophrosune is linked to understanding one’s place—one’s
topos. The erotic ascent Socrates describes, through Diotima, can
be seen actually as a description of Socrates orienting us. So on
this account, his place (topos) is not in reference to the city, but in
reference to the beautiful itself. We must understand where we are
in this ascent to the beautiful, and how it provides the context for
our desires, if we are to understand ourselves.

This would certainly look hubristic from the outside, espe-
cially to Alcibiades. For Socrates seems to be teaching an ascent
past the human constraints of the human. And this ascent might
even support his refusal to sleep with Alcibiades. What a horrible
offence! But what does Alcibiades see? Has he not shown self-
awareness of his own disorientation? Alcibiades is really an amal-
gamation of two people: the one who exists in the presence of
Socrates and the one who exists in the presence of the crowd.
Both these identities center around Alcibiades’s desire for control.
He seeks to master and seduce the Athenians and he seeks to flee
from what he experiences as mastery and seduction by Socrates.
This, I would say, manifests in Alcibiades’s symptom: his akra-
sia. There is clearly a kernel of truth in his symptom. The occa-
sion for Alcibiades’s accusations against Socrates are a discussion
of love, and he reports a failed seduction. Socrates can really
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come off looking like he has abused Alcibiades, and he might ap-
pear to be simply not that interested in sex.

But this kernel of truth is just a kernel. The bigger truth that
needs to come into view both for Alcibiades and for us—is that
Alcibiades sees Socrates in a certain way because of this rejec-
tion, and has not yet understood Socrates. In fact, the charges he
has launched against Socrates—Socrates as a hubristic seducer—
may indeed be accusations that are actually targeted at himself.
But he is unable to acknowledge these self-accusations, and so
he must repudiate Socrates, both by projecting the hubris, seduc-
ing power, and desire for control he sees in himself outward at
Socrates, and by placing Socrates in the superhuman, unattain-
able realm, which will prevent him ever coming into real contact
with Socrates, contact for which he showed potential as a
youth—the dialogue that takes place between two souls. Just as
Charmides was unable to strip his soul bare for Socrates, Alcib-
iades is unable to look at Socrates and see his real self reflected.
So the dialogue with Alcibiades in Alcibiades I failed. When the
young Alcibiades agreed not to follow his ambition and pursue
self-knowledge, this agreement only took place on the rational
plane. When the older, drunk, uninhibited Alcibiades “disrupts”
the party, it is the conflicted and corrupted Alcibiades we see who
has not incorporated Socrates’s teaching. He has described look-
ing within Socrates, but he has not understood that the mirror has
shown himself, his projected image, back to him. He is thus still
disoriented.

The new orientation Socrates through Diotima is attempting
to teach here thus must take aim at the non-cognitive part of us,
in order to educate and heal the soul. If this were successful on
Alcibiades, he should come to have self-knowledge—in a more
complete sense of the term. This must begin, in Alcibiades’s case,
by getting past his desire for mastery. The desire to rule others
and to possess others, which is a vital element in his pursuit of
Socrates and his rejection from him, is what prevents him from
seeing others and thus seeing himself. Alcibiades’s words about
seeing images are right. But underneath his images are a lust for
power that must be broken. The model of acquisition, of posses-
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sion, is a potentially misleading and potentially disastrous image
for the desire for wisdom. Even the image of “knowledge ruling”,
the one that is used in the Protagoras, might not be the best
image. Rather, Alcibiades has to learn to “see” the other, and in
this way begin his ascent. If that happens he will see the hidden
moderation and self-knowledge inside. Of course we know that
this does not happen with Alcibiades. But his failure then should
instruct us to, as Socrates says “take care of ourselves” and pay
attention to our internal disruptions and conflicts. They are the
beginning points.

In closing, I would like to return to the seating arrangement.
Recall that when Alcibiades disrupts he is placed between
Socrates and Agathon, the tragic poet who is perhaps good in his
appearance only, in his name. If Alcibiades is indeed the judge
(as Dionysus) between these two, then perhaps the real enemy of
philosophy—represented by Socrates—is to be found in the
tragic poet’s speech. Agathon’s account of love can’t stand up to
Socrates’s questions, and its theme is human, all too human.
Agathon seems not to have paid attention to what Eryximachus
and Aristophanes introduced to the discussion—an orientation to
what is beyond my powers if I were a rational, purely cognitive
being. To think of myself this way is to lack self-knowledge. To
think the structure of the world, and my desires and wants, are
transparent to me (taking into account this purely rational picture
of what it is to be minded) might even be hubris. Hubris on the
outside and the inside! Alcibiades should thus be able to judge
from his own psychic conflict, his akrasia, that Agathon’s ac-
count of love is an incoherent, unsatisfactory story. But this takes
a new seeing. For there is no room for Dionysus in Agathon’s ac-
count. What Alcibiades does not see—what he never comes to
see—is a place for Dionysus in the speech he never hears from
Socrates. It is left to us to understand what this place is.
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The Night Watchmen; or,
By the Dawn’s Early Light

Eric Salem

The Laws is a very strange book—it is strange even by Pla-
tonic-dialogue standards. Its setting is strange: all the other
dialogues are set in and around Athens; this one takes place
on the distant island of Crete. Its cast of characters is also
strange: a mysterious, unnamed, elderly stranger from
Athens speaks with a Cretan (Kleinias) and a Spartan
(Megillus), two old men who have had almost no contact
with philosophy or its evil twin, sophistry. And though the
subject matter of the dialogue is in a certain sense famil-
iar—as in the Republic, the talk is about a well-ordered city,
and after a certain point the old men set about constructing
a “city in speech”—the manner in which that subject is
treated is very strange indeed (702d).1 The Laws is not only
huge—longer by far than any other dialogue—but its struc-
ture is positively labyrinthine. The Republic may be hard to
follow in spots, but the attentive reader always knows
where he is; orientation is not an issue. The Laws, by con-
trast, is full of passages that cry out for the most basic sort
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of explication: sudden transitions and arguments cut off
in mid-development, unexpected turns and apparent dead
ends, are nearly the norm.2

One of the most surprising of these turns—and the one I
will focus on here—comes near the end of Book X. The imme-
diate question is what to do with young men who are naturally
just but openly impious; the solution the stranger proposes is to
imprison them “for no less than five years” in a place called the
Moderation Tank and have them meet regularly with the mem-
bers of the Nocturnal Council “for the purposes of admonition
and the salvation of the soul” (909a). What is strange here—to
begin with—is the sudden introduction of a new political insti-
tution. The Athenian has already treated the offices and institu-
tions of the city at length in Book VI: there we get accounts of
the terms, duties and means of choosing the Guardians of the
Laws, the members of the Council, the Field, City and Market
Regulators, the Generals and Priests, and so on—but no mention
is made of a Nocturnal Council (753b-756e; 758a-766d). We
might at first be tempted to think that what the stranger is intro-
ducing in Book X is not a new institution or office but an ad hoc
solution to an occasional problem. Yet, by the end of Book XII,
the Nocturnal Council is being called the chief “safeguard of
our regime and laws” (960e); in fact it is now called “the Noc-
turnal Council of Rulers” (968a). By the end of the Laws, the
Council has become, in some sense and for some reason, the
chief institution, the ruling source (arche) of Magnesia, the city
that Kleinias is tasked with founding.

What are we to make of the stranger’s alteration or
emendation of his own act of founding, his engagement in
what one might call self-innovation? What in the argument
or action of the Laws in Books I-X has made the introduction
of the Nocturnal Council necessary? And what light does
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its introduction shed on the Laws as a whole? To address
these questions we will need to look closely at all the tasks
ultimately assigned to the Nocturnal Council; we will also
need to reflect on the way the Council changes shape over
the course of Books X and XII. But to get started we might
want to ask a more basic question. The Athenian stranger’s
introduction of the Nocturnal Council in Book X—and, for
that matter, Book X itself—presupposes the existence of impi-
ety in some portion of the citizenry of Magnesia; it presup-
poses that impiety is a problem that must be reckoned with.
Yet piety seems to infuse the whole life of the city and to
give shape to its very topography. As the city in speech is
being founded in Book IV, the very first speeches addressed
to future citizens virtually identify goodness with reverence
for things divine; the Olympian gods top the list (716a-
717b). The preludes to the laws elaborated in Book V like-
wise underscore the importance of the gods, as does the
division there of city and countryside into twelve sectors,
each assigned to a different god (726a-727e; 738b-738e;
745b-e; also 771b-d). By the time we get to Book VIII, the
role of the gods and worship in civic life has grown even
larger. We learn that there will not only be twelve monthly
festivals, each dedicated to one of the Olympian gods; there
will also be daily sacrifices: “Let there be three hundred
sixty-five without any omissions, so that there will always
be at least one magistrate performing a sacrifice to some god
or demon, on behalf of the city, the people, and their pos-
sessions” (828a-d). If the whole city of Magnesia is engaged
in a daily worship of the gods, if every citizen leads a hal-
lowed life, surrounded by altars and temples, how is it that
impiety becomes, how is it that it can become, a problem
large enough to need dealing with?

The answer, I think, must be that impiety arises naturally,
spontaneously, in the souls of some young men. In the case
of Magnesia, the disease seems unlikely to be of foreign ori-
gin, since great efforts have been made to isolate the city
from irregular external contact. The city itself is at a signif-
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icant remove from the sea, and its topography has been
arranged, not only to affirm the Olympian gods, but to seal
off the city: the artisan class (which consists exclusively of
foreigners) is forced to live in a kind of extra-urban ghetto,
and contact between it and the citizen body is kept to an ab-
solute minimum (704a-705b; 848e; 850b-c). Apparently
rearing the young in a piety-infused atmosphere and keeping
them away from the sort of pre-Socratic materialism the
Athenian uses to shock and stir the Cretan Kleinias is not
enough to curb the insolent among them: impiety will out
(885e-887c; 888e-890e).

Nor, for that matter, is it clear that we are meant to con-
demn outright all kinds of impiety in the young. In fact, the
stranger draws a sharp distinction between two basic types.
In one case, the impious “in addition to not believing in the
gods or believing them to be careless, or appeasable, be-
come like beasts”; they live without restraint, “hold human
beings in contempt,” and attempt to take advantage of their
supposed superiority to others by becoming diviners, ma-
gicians, tyrants, demagogues and sophists (905d-e; 909a-
b). The punishment for these men is unrelievedly harsh, at
least from the point of view of their fellow citizens: they
are condemned to live in total isolation, and after death their
bodies are to be cast out beyond the borders of the country,
unburied (909b-c).3 In the other case-the case mentioned
earlier-the impious are naturally just: they hate bad men, are
disgusted by injustice and seek the company of the just
(908b-c). Insofar as honesty and justice go together, their
chief fault seems to arise from their virtue: “full of frank-
ness” and unable to believe in the gods themselves, they go
about the city making fun of gods, sacrifices, and oaths
(908d). The young man who belongs to this group must be
stopped because “if he didn’t get a judicial penalty” he
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“would perhaps make others like himself” (908d). Still, he
does not sound bad—in fact, to repeat, he hates the bad and
is “without bad anger and character” (908e).4

What will five years in the Moderation Tank do to him
and for him? What exactly is the task of the Nocturnal
Council in the case of such a young man? We are not told
much, only that moderation is the goal and admonition the
means. One possibility, of course, is that the proper work
of the Council is to browbeat the young atheist until he ac-
cepts the traditional or conventional view of the gods. But
five years is a long time and a lot of admonishing, and so
perhaps admonition (nouthetesis) should be taken literally
here: not as browbeating but as setting (tithemi) the intellect
or intelligence (nous) in order. After all, lack of intelligence
(a-noia) is the condition from which this type of young athe-
ist is said to suffer (908e). In other words, perhaps we are
to imagine the young man being forced to spend five years
in the company of the Council reflecting on divine matters
until he either accepts some version of the natural theology
articulated in Book X or, recognizing his ignorance about
such matters, learns to keep quiet in the presence of con-
ventional religious practices. To my mind, at any rate, this
young atheist sounds like a fairly decent, spirited young
man in the first throes of philosophic passion—impatient
with conventions of all sorts, including conventional views
of the gods, and eager to uncover the limitations of every-
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one’s thinking but his own. The best thing to do with such
young people is to keep them away from the innocent and
set them wrestling with matters of fundamental importance
(909a). And that, I suspect, is the proper work of the Noc-
turnal Council.

* * * * *

Or rather, that is the work of the Council described in Book
X. No mention is made of the Nocturnal Council in Book
XI, but in Book XII it turns up twice. I have just been sug-
gesting that behind the talk of admonition and soul salva-
tion in Book X, we catch a glimpse of something else—that
the Nocturnal Council is there to provide a place for citi-
zens of a certain type and age to confront questions that fall
outside the purview of ordinary Magnesians. Do we see
anything akin to this in the second appearance of the Coun-
cil? I think we do, but before we can properly absorb what
is said there, we need to take note of an extraordinary new
feature of the stranger’s city and the series of extraordinary
admissions that accompanies it.

The new feature is this. We have already noted the de-
liberate efforts described in earlier books to block the flow
of foreign opinions into Magnesia. We see more of this in
the passage from Book XII that we are about to consider.
The issue under discussion is what to do in general about
contact with other cities, and the worry, as one might ex-
pect, is that indiscriminate intermingling will corrupt the
city, “as strangers produce innovations” (950a). The first
solution proposed by the stranger is again one we might ex-
pect: select citizens will be allowed to attend and observe
foreign religious festivals, but “when they return home,
they will teach the young that the legal customs, pertaining
to the regimes, of the others are in second place” (951a). In
keeping with this policy we learn that commercial visitors
from other cities will be watched carefully “lest any of such
strangers introduce some innovation” (952e-953a). But then
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the stranger does something astonishing. He posits a second
class of observer (theoros): “If certain citizens desire to ob-
serve (theoresai) the affairs of other human beings at greater
leisure, no law is to prevent them” (951a). The language is
very strong here: should a desire arise in certain men to ob-
serve, that is, to contemplate, other ways of life, that desire
is not only to be tolerated—the regime is not permitted to
forbid it. (This is a regime given to forbidding a great many
things.) Of course, there are certain limits on who can travel
and what one can do with what one has seen. Observers
must be between fifty and sixty years old and men of good
character, they must receive permission to travel from the
Guardians of the Laws, and if they come back “corrupted,”
they must live as private men, and not claim to be wise; oth-
erwise, like twice-convicted “good” atheists, they must die
(909a; 951c-d; 952c-d). Still, it is remarkable that men who
find in themselves an Odyssean appetite to see the cities and
learn the minds of men are to be given the leisure and
time—up to ten years if they wish—to satisfy it. The regime
that just a moment ago seemed closed off from what is for-
eign apparently has a well-defined hole at the top.

Still more remarkable are the reasons given for letting
such a hole develop. According to the stranger, even the best
city—presumably the one with the best citizens—needs to
have experience of bad as well as good human beings
(951a). Nor can it “guard its laws, unless it accepts them by
knowledge and not solely by habits” (951b). Moreover,
there are “certain divine human beings . . . who do not by
nature grow any more frequently in cities with good laws
than in cities without” and only with their help can good
laws be given “a firmer footing” and bad laws corrected
(951b-c). Earlier in the Laws it looked as if the whole task
of the lawgiver was to find a good set of laws and fix them
in place; even in cases where time and experience are
needed to determine the best laws, as soon as the time is up,
laws were to be fixed once and for all. The more Egyptian
a set of laws, the better—that seemed to be the earlier per-
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spective (656d-e). But now we learn that it is not enough
for a city to find and settle on good laws. Good laws are
simply not good enough. Somewhere in the city there needs
to be a knowledge, grounded in experience, of the whole
range of human possibility, good and bad. Likewise, some-
where in the city there needs to be a knowledge of the
grounds of law, that is, a more than habitual understanding
of the law. Perhaps, too, somewhere in the city there needs
to be a recognition that the very best human beings, the
ones who approach most closely to the divine, arise by na-
ture, not by convention—not even by the best conventions.
At any rate it is precisely such men that the second sort of
observer, the theoretical theoros, is to seek out and such men
who are best able to aid him to see what’s lacking in prob-
lematic laws and what grounds the better sort. In sum, we
are now to see that a comprehensive understanding of
human affairs, ongoing reflection on one’s own laws and
an openness to change are absolutely essential to the well-
being of a well-founded city, and that contemplation of
other cities as well as contact with the best natures are con-
ditions for all three.

Where does the Nocturnal Council fit within this new
picture of what Magnesia needs? Right at the center, as it
turns out. For the Nocturnal Council is the body to whom
this second sort of observer is to report—immediately after
arriving back in the city—and the Council is the body
charged with reflecting on what he has brought back and
what to do with him (952b). In fact, the broader work of
the Council that emerges here for the first time strongly
suggests that it is precisely this body that is intended to be
the proper home in Magnesia for the kind of comprehen-
sive reflection on political matters I have just described.
For we are told that the Council will meet every day, just
before dawn, and that “the intercourse and speeches of the
men are always to be about laws and their own city, and
anything they may have learned elsewhere that is different
and pertains to such matters” (951d-952a). “[A]nything
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they may have learned elsewhere” is a pretty clear refer-
ence to the reports of Magnesian observers, and this is con-
firmed just a little later, when we are told that, upon his
return, the observer must tell the Council “if he’s found
some persons capable of explaining some utterance con-
cerning the laying down of laws, or education, or upbring-
ing, or if he himself should return having thought some
things up” (952b). The more one thinks about it, the more
sense it makes that the Nocturnal Council is later called
the safeguard (soterion) of the city, and the more it seems
appropriate the name Moderation Tank (so-phronisterion)
seems for the place where the Nocturnal Council does its
work. On the one hand, the Council attempts to save (sozein)
the souls (and lives) of the impious young by persuading
them to be moderate, that is, sound-minded, so-phron, with
respect to the gods; in so doing, it keeps the city and its re-
ligious practices safe, soos, from a kind of internal corrup-
tion. On the other, the Council keeps the city safe and sound,
soos, by collecting thoughts about “the laying down of laws,
or education, or upbringing,” by engaging in its own sound-
minded (so-phron) deliberations about the city’s laws, and by
remaining mindful, phronimos, of the possibility of a healthy
kind of innovation. In both cases, reflection on fundamental
matters is the chief means and medium of the Council’s
work—reflection on the divine, in the one case, and on
“regime and laws,” on the other.5

Let us see if we can take this one step further. It makes
a certain sense that the word “philosophy” never appears in
the Laws.6 The natural home of philosophy is Athens, not
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Crete. In Magnesia, the gymnasia and agora are strictly for
business—no idle chatter allowed. And of course there’s no
Peiraeus—no local harbor where a young Magnesian could,
say, get stirred up by the sight of local and foreign religious
ceremonies and then spend the night in the company of
friends and foreigners pondering radical political possibilities
and asking whether justice is a good thing. On the other hand,
given what we have seen, it is worth wondering whether,
with the institution of the Nocturnal Council, the stranger
hasn’t quietly made a small but significant place for philos-
ophy right in the middle of the city. The word philosophy is
not used—but perhaps the thing itself is right there in front
of us.

Is this further step warranted by the text of the Laws? Two
features of the Nocturnal Council would seem to speak
against it. In the first place, the orientation of the Council ap-
pears to be decidedly practical. It is initially instituted to fix
a problem—the intransigent impiety of the young; at any
rate, this problem forms the context within which we first
hear about it. Likewise, in the first appearance of the Coun-
cil in Book XII, the whole emphasis is on the study of law
and what to do to ground it and otherwise safeguard the
city. True, the stranger mentions other “branches of learn-
ing” in addition to the study of law, and true, too, the work
of grounding the law and safeguarding the city may require
reflection and deliberation of a very high order (952a). But
as the stranger presents it, these other branches of learning
are clearly subordinated to the study of law, while the re-
flections and deliberations of the Council have as their aim,
not knowledge or wisdom, but the safety and preservation
of the city. If anyone in Magnesia looks like a philoso-
pher—that is, a man who loves and desires wisdom simply
for its own sake—it is the man who “desire[s] to observe
the affairs of other human beings at greater leisure,” but,
again, the Council’s interest in such men seems to be
largely limited to knowing whether they have information
useful to the city or pose a danger to it (951a).
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The second feature of the Council that might make us
hesitate to call it a place in which philosophy would be at
home is its composition. The dominant figures in the Coun-
cil are all drawn from the ranks of the highest offices in
Magnesia, and the stranger makes a point of emphasizing
their ages: the ten oldest Guardians of the Law, the present
and past Supervisors of Education, and the Auditors (assum-
ing that “priests [of Apollo] who have obtained the prizes
for excellence” is a reference to this group) (951d-e).7 Now
it makes some sense that an institution tasked with reflect-
ing on laws should include men of deep and broad experi-
ence, especially men who have spent their lives
(respectively) keeping guard over the laws, keeping an eye
on the virtue of young, and keeping magistrates honest. It
is less obvious that such men would be willing and able to
engage in genuine philosophic inquiry—we might even
wonder how open such men would be to reflecting on laws
with a view to grounding and improving them. After all, as
the stranger observes in Book II, old men tend to be stiff in
soul, and these men, heavily invested as they are in the laws
of Magnesia, might be stiffer than most (666b-c). Perhaps,
then, it is a good thing that younger men also form part of
the Council, in equal numbers with the old—though here,
too, we might ask what sort of men the elderly Guardians,
Supervisors, and Auditors would be likely to pick as their
Council mates and what sorts of conversations they are likely
to have. Who knows—perhaps the most lively and most
searching conversations in the Moderation Tank would be
those between the members of the Council and the impious
young? In any case, if the stranger were genuinely interested
in making the Council a place for philosophic inquiry, one
would think he would make the second type of observer, the
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7. Guardians of the Law, Supervisors of Education, and Auditors must
all be at least fifty; Guardians leave office at seventy and Auditors at
seventy-five; Supervisors (who come from the ranks of the Guardians)
have a five-year term.



theoretical theoros, a regular part of the mix. Here, after all, is
a man of a certain age who combines impeccable credentials,
including experience in war, with a tremendous breadth of
experience and a philosophic appetite.

* * * * *

We are now prepared to turn our attention to the third and
final discussion of the Nocturnal Council. For it turns out
that in this account the theoretical theoros has become a regular
member of the Council; those observers who pass the test
“are to be considered worthy attendants of [or “sharers in,”
axiokoinonetos] the Council” (961a). But this is just the begin-
ning of a whole series of revelations about the work and
composition of the Council that point in the direction of phi-
losophy. In its initial appearance in Book X, the Council
looked a little like a re-education camp; in its first appear-
ance in Book XII, it looked like a cross between a debriefing
center and a think tank. Now, as we will see in a moment,
the Council looks more and more like an ongoing study
group or seminar.

This is not to say that practical aims of the Council have
been abandoned. On the contrary, when the stranger revives
the discussion of the Council near the end of Book XII, the
issue at hand is finding a safeguard for the city they have just
finished founding; that concern is never left entirely behind
in what remains of Book XII. (The word soteria, sometimes
translated by Pangle as “salvation,” sometimes as “safe-
guard,” turns up several times in this section, along with a
number of other “soos” words.) What we see instead is a
broadening and deepening of what it means to be a safe-
guard—an enlargement so comprehensive that it now in-
cludes questions that we normally associate with philosophy,
or at least political philosophy.

Let me start by sketching out the first stages of this
movement. The whole discussion begins with an elaborate
series of serious jokes about ends (tele). With the treatment
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of burial rites for citizens who have “met their end
(teleutesantas),” the stranger notes that their work of “legis-
lation would be just about at an end (telos).” But first they
must discover and discuss a “perfect (teleos) and permanent
safeguard” for the city, to keep it from meeting a premature
end (960b). The first topic broached in the account of this
safeguard—which proves to be the Nocturnal Council—is
that it must have intelligence (nous) of the end, telos, of the
city, where telos is now understood in the sense of aim or
goal (skopos). But to have a coherent aim is to have—in con-
trast to other cities, which are all subject to “wandering”—
one aim (962d). Kleinias reminds the stranger that their city
in speech has such an aim: virtue (963a). But is virtue
one—or four? The stranger argues that it is at least two—
courage and prudence are very different from one an-
other—and presses Kleinias to explain how they are one
(963c-964a).

And so it goes. The argument is off and running, and it
is not difficult to see where it is headed. Already with the
first step the stranger has, as it were, upped the ante of the
argument. The question is no longer simply what to do here
and now or what laws to lay down to address this or that
problem or infraction. If the statesman is to safeguard his
city, he must know what he is doing, and nothing less than
a comprehensive understanding of the end of politics and
political life will do: “What about the city? If someone
should be evidently ignorant of the goal at which the states-
man should aim, would he, in the first place, be justly called
a ruler, and then, would he be able to save this thing—
whose goal he didn’t know at all” (962b)? The same kind
of comprehensive approach is required in the case of virtue.
It is not just Kleinias who must understand in what sense
the virtues are one and many—and especially the sense in
which they are one—the guardians of the city must as well:
“Then it’s necessary to compel, as is likely, even the
guardians of our divine regime to see with precision, what-
ever is the same in all four: what it is that we assert is one
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in courage, moderation, justice, and prudence, and is justly
called by one name, virtue” (965c-d). If nothing else were
to convince us that something like Socratic philosophy has
now become the business of the Nocturnal Council, the
stranger’s sudden introduction into this context of the fa-
miliar Socratic terms eidos and idea should: “Is there any way
in which there would be a more precise vision and seeing
of anything than that which is the capacity to look to one
idea from the many and dissimilar things?” (963c; 965c).

But the one aim of politics and the one meaning of
virtue are not the only ideai to which the council must look.
The stranger also insists—and Kleinias agrees—that it is
not enough for the guardians of the city to know that the
beautiful and the good are each many; they must also know
“how and in what sense” they are one—presumably an
enormous task, especially because the stranger emphasizes
that they must be able to “demonstrate” these matters
“through argument” (966a-b). And even this is not the end
of its intellectual tasks. Not only must the members of the
Nocturnal Council grasp the sense in which intelligence,
nous, is the leader of and core of the virtues, and not only
must they themselves become the intelligence of the city—
they must make every effort to discern the intelligence at
work in the whole of things (965a; 966e-967b; 967e). That
is, the Council must take up in its own right and as its own proper
task the very questions and arguments that formed the sub-
ject matter of Book X and which were there addressed to
the impious young—questions about the existence and char-
acter of the gods and, even more, questions about whether
life or soul is prior to body and whether intelligence can be
ascribed to the motions and order of the cosmos (966c-e).

Here in Book XII, however, there is no suggestion that
such subjects must be taken up primarily to address a practical
problem, i.e., impiety in the young. As usual, practice is not
out of the picture: the person who grasps these things “as
well as the subjects of learning that presumably precede
these matters . . . should see what is common to these things
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and the things that concern the Muse, and should apply this
understanding, in a harmonious way, to the practices and
customs that pertain to the habitual dispositions” (967e-
968a). But the study of the whole and the foundations of the
whole—a study which would surely include wrestling with
the materialistic claims of pre-Socratic philosophy outlined
here and in Book X—is also called “one of the noblest
things,” that is, something worth pursuing for its own sake,
and we are told twice that no one will be admitted to the
Council who has not labored over these questions before join-
ing the Council, that is, independently of any use that might
be made of the results of that study (886d-e; 889b-c; 966c 
d; 967b-c). “[M]ost of those in the city . . . only go along
with what the laws proclaim” about the gods or the divine,
and the Council member must “make allowance” for this
passivity or indifference to fundamental matters—perhaps
by practicing a kind of moderation or perhaps, to follow the
suggestion above, by fashioning, through music, practices
and customs that accord with his discoveries (966c). But
the man worthy to be a member of the Nocturnal Council
must himself be alive to the urgency of those questions—
that is, he must be philosophic.

* * *

And here the attentive reader of the Laws runs into a major
difficulty. I earlier asked whether—given the age and prob-
able orientation of its dominant members—the Nocturnal
Council would be up to the demands of philosophic reflec-
tion. It might now seem as if that question had been mis-
guided from the start. For, as we have just learned, a proven
thoughtfulness about fundamental matters is a prerequisite for
membership in the Council. No doubt we are to picture the
seasoned older members of the Council, long steeped them-
selves in the intricacies of dialectical inquiry, carefully pick-
ing like-minded young men who would in their turn
contribute energy to an ongoing conversation—a conversa-
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tion leavened by the suggestions of the those who have seen
the larger world and whom we now know are to be regular
participants in the Council’s reflections. But here’s the rub.
Have we seen anything in the account of civic education in
Magnesia to suggest that that education would prepare the
citizens of Magnesia for such a life of thought and inquiry?
Perhaps there have been hints—more on this in a moment—
but the bulk of the education in Magnesia lies in weapons
training and the practice of conventional piety, and it is hard
to see how either could constitute a serious preparation for
the life of the mind.8

In fact, the Athenian himself seems to take pains to un-
derscore the difficulty we have just run into. A few pages
from the end of Book XII he suddenly admits that the young
and old among the members of the Council, who are to
function, respectively, as the eyes and intelligence (nous) of
the city, must not only have “the best natures,” but also
enjoy a different sort of education, one marked by preci-
sion.9 “Are we to have them all the same and not have some
who are brought up and educated with greater precision?”
(965a). This “more precise education” of the men he now
calls simply “guardians” is indeed under discussion as the
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8. The serious study of serious poetry can of course raise all sorts of
fundamental questions. But apparently Homer and Hesiod are not fea-
tures of the Cretan landscape (680b-c; 886c-d). And there is no place
for tragedy in Magnesian education (817a-d).
9. Between 964d and 965d there are five occurrences of precision
words. Another one turns up a bit later in the discussion of astronomy
and cosmic intelligence (967d). I believe the only place in the Laws
where we get a similar flurry is the first discussion of mathematics and
astronomy, in Book VII (818a). The discussion of the education of the
“free” man here should probably be connected to the two discussions
of the “free doctor,” who “investigates [maladies] from their beginning”
and who uses “arguments that come close to philosophizing, grasping
the disease from its source, and going back up to the whole nature of
bodies” (720d; 857d).



dialogue ends. But this leaves us, the readers of the dia-
logue, in something of a quandary. We are in something like
the position of Polemarchus, Adeimantus, and the rest at the
beginning of Book V of the Republic, metaphorically tugging
on Socrates’ sleeve and asking for more of what will prove
to be a lengthy account of the education of the philosopher.
Or rather, that is our situation and condition—wanting
more—but we are at the end of the book, not less than
halfway through. What is a reader to do?

One thing we can do is to look back over the Laws to see
if there are hints about the character of the “more precise
education” of the guardians. We can begin by reminding
ourselves that the regime of the Laws is not simply hostile
to reflection on the laws: the laws of Magnesia, or at least
some of them, have preludes. Might these quasi-philosophic
defenses of the laws not encourage and even provoke a kind
of thoughtfulness about the laws, at least on the part of some
men? Again, the mathematical and astronomical education
described at the end of Book VII resembles in some respects
the preliminary education of the philosopher-kings in Repub-
lic VII (817e-822c).10 It is easy to imagine that the primary
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10. It also differs from it in two important ways. In the Republic, arith-
metic and geometry are treated separately; as a consequence, incom-
mensurability, the remarkable discovery that some pairs of geometrical
magnitudes do not share a common measure and so cannot be described
in terms of ratios of integers, cannot arise. In the Laws, by contrast, the
study of mathematics proper seems to culminate in the study of incom-
mensurability. Again, in the Republic, astronomy is treated as the study
of the pure motions of pure mathematical solids. In the Laws, by con-
trast, it is the study of the actual motions of actual heavenly bodies, pri-
marily with a view to “saving the appearances,” that is, to showing that
what look like wandering motions nevertheless make sense. What are
we to make of these differences? To begin with, we might note that the
treatment of the city and its human inhabitants in each book is analo-
gous to its treatment of the stars: just as actual starry motions in the
Laws replace possible mathematical motions in the Republic, so human
bodies and their actual motions, especially their erotic motions, loom



targets of this education are potential members of the
Council. At any rate, the passage points explicitly to the
end of the dialogue, and we are told twice that a precise ed-
ucation in these matters is reserved for “the few,” not “the
many” (818a). And then there is the curious matter of the
composition of the Council: in the very passage in which
we first learn that approved observers of foreign ways will
be invited to become part of the Council, Supervisors of
Education suddenly drop off the list (951e; 961a). It is hard
to know what to make of the apparent omission, but it is at
least thinkable that these former observers will be the Su-
pervisors—that arrangements are quietly being made to en-
sure that the most philosophic among the Magnesians, and
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larger in the Laws than they do in the Republic. But I think this analogy
points to a deeper issue, an issue also signaled by the problem of in-
commensurability. There is a kind of intractability, a resistance to being
ordered and accounted for, present in the very being of things, including
human things. Incommensurability is one sign of this intractability; the
study of incommensurability is an attempt to come to grips with it, to,
as it were, account for the uncountable by counting up the kinds of in-
commensurables and discovering their order. The wandering of the stars
is another sign, and astronomy as it is presented in the Laws is an at-
tempt to discover—or confer—intelligibility on their wandering, espe-
cially, apparently, the wandering of Venus or Aphrodite (821c). The
wandering of regimes is yet another—and perhaps the most important—
sign of this intractability in things (962d). Now the wandering of most
regimes is the subject of books VII and IX of the Republic, but the wan-
dering of every regime, even the best one, is only alluded to there, in
the elusive discussion of the marriage number, where of course the in-
tractability of Aphrodite or eros is the issue. The Republic, then, quite
deliberately avoids or abstracts from any sustained treatment of the in-
tractability issue. The Laws, on the other hand, comes as close to con-
fronting it as one can. In this sense, the Republic is a kind of comedy
and the Laws a kind of tragedy; indeed, “the tragedy that is the most
beautiful and the best . . . the truest tragedy” (8l7b). And in this sense,
Plato is the man who “knows how to make comedy and tragedy” be-
cause, like his teacher, he knows about “erotic matters” (Symposium
177e; 223d).



therefore the most likely to see to it that “the best natures”
are properly nurtured, will be in charge of education.

This, then, is one possibility: although we are never
given a full account of the “more precise education” that
members of the Council will receive, much less an account
of the way that education will be integrated with the nor-
mal civic education and other institutions in Magnesia, nev-
ertheless, if we look closely, we can see the beginnings of a
sketch. And since the stranger offers to continue working
out the details of that education with Kleinias, we can per-
haps have some confidence that, within the imagined world
of the dialogue, the sketch will be filled in and the fit be-
tween it and other Magnesian institutions will be a good one.
Still, I think that even the most generous reader of the Laws
is bound to feel some dissatisfaction with this “solution.”
The reader is left, not only wanting a fuller picture of the
Nocturnal Council and the education that supports it, but
wondering whether a full picture is possible—whether the
more philosophic the Council is, the less likely it is to fit
neatly within the civic structures of Magnesia. Is the soil of
Magnesia or of Crete generally one in which the Council—
that is, philosophy—can take root? The concluding para-
graphs of the Laws leave that question unanswered—but then
again, those paragraphs may not be the right place to look
for an answer.

Where should we look instead? Until now our attention
has been focused, for the most part, on the argument of the Laws,
that is, on the account the stranger gives of the Council and
related matters. But suppose we shift our attention away from
the argument of the dialogue to its action, its dramatic features:
a different picture of the situation then comes into view. No-
tice, first, that Kleinias manages to remain involved in a very
long and often difficult to follow conversation.11 Think of
Cephalus and his quick surrender of the argument and with-
drawal from the conversation in Book I of the Republic: the
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11. Megillus is much harder to read; he is so, well, laconic.



contrast is striking. Then notice the way that Kleinias becomes
involved in the closing books of the Laws, especially Books
X and XII. In Book X, he is clearly disturbed and intrigued
by the stranger’s account of the various claims of philosophic
impiety and manifestly eager to hear what arguments the
stranger can marshal against them (886e; 887b-c; 890d-e).
In Book XII, we see more of the same. Kleinias recollects
claims that were made back in Book I, urges the stranger to
address important questions, and is ready, as the book draws
to a close, to press forward with the inquiry into who should
become a guardian, what they should study, and when and
for how long they should study it (968b-d). In other words,
over the course of the dialogue, Kleinias becomes increas-
ingly engaged by the stranger’s claims and arguments—es-
pecially when they touch on subjects that fall within the
purview of the Council—and by the end of the book is
worlds away from the polite, overly confident, somewhat
dismissive Kleinias that we see at the beginning. In
Kleinias we see a kind of demonstration in deed of what it
might be possible to accomplish in Crete—with the right
sort of hands-on education aimed with “precision” at a cer-
tain sort of soul.

Does this mean that Kleinias has become a philosopher
by the end of the Laws? I think not; he is too old, too de-
pendent on the stranger, and probably still too attached to
his own city and its laws. But it seems clear that something
of the stranger’s way of seeing and talking has taken root
in Kleinias; he has become a friend to philosophy, and he
is bound to take that friendship with him into the founding
of Magnesia. (No doubt the stranger’s influence over him
will be greater if the Athenian chooses to help out, but the
very enthusiasm with which Kleinias—and Megillus—urge
him to stay is already evidence of his staying power [969c-
d].) We cannot know what form that friendship will take,
how it will show itself in his activity as founder. The Mag-
nesia Kleinias founds in deed may not resemble in every
particular the Magnesia they have founded in speech; it
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may not even contain a Nocturnal Council. But the city is
likely to be, in its own way, much more friendly to philos-
ophy than it would have been otherwise; certainly one of
its prominent citizens will be. One might put it this way:
near the end of the Republic, Socrates notes that “the man
who has intelligence”—the philosopher—will live while
“tending and looking “fixedly at the regime within him”;
he will “mind the things of this city,” the city in speech,
whatever the shape of the political landscape around him
(591e-592b). Move down one rung and you get Kleinias:
guided and shaped by the lingering image of his conversa-
tion with the stranger, he will live—and act—taking his
bearings, not by the Kallipolis of the Republic, but by its sec-
ond sailing, the Magnesia of the Laws (527c; 739a-e).

As for the Nocturnal Council: as it appears within the
city in speech, it is not quite a Council and not quite Noc-
turnal. It is not quite a Council because it is not a Boulē (the
word used to characterize the institution we learn about in
Book VI) but a syllogos, a word that can refer to assemblies
but is literally a gathering, or better yet, a gathering in
speech; the word can also mean “collectedness” or “pres-
ence of mind.”12 It is not quite Nocturnal because it meets,
not at night, but at dawn or perhaps just before dawn. And
yet there is indeed a nykterinos syllogos “in” the Laws: it takes
as its starting point “regime and laws”; it includes a
Guardian of the Laws, a priest of Apollo, and an observer
of foreign lands who doubles as the Supervisor of Educa-
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12. For Boulē see 755e, 756b and 758d. Syllogos in fact appears at 755e;
it is used of the gathering of citizens that chooses military leaders in the
absence of a Boulē. Pangle there translates it as “public meeting.” In
syllogos we get the intersection of two of the basic meanings of legein:
gather/select and speak. Of the two meanings “gather” is the more basic:
all speaking is a kind of selective gathering, of subject and predicate in
the most elementary form of logos, in the case of a syllogismos, thought
and thought. For the notion of “collectedness” or “presence of mind,”
see Phaedo 83a, where philosophy is said to urge the soul “to gather
(syllegesthai) and collect itself into itself.”



tion; it begins before dawn, remains in session throughout
the day and lasts far into the night; the last quarter of it cer-
tainly takes place under the star-studded Cretan sky, the
proper object of the Council’s highest inquiries.13 The true
Nocturnal Council, a gathering in speech that emerges from
the collected presence of mind—the syllogos—of the stranger
and the stranger’s author, is the Laws itself.
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13. Near the end of Book IV we learn that the discussion of “regime and
laws” began “about dawn” and that it is now “high noon.” Even though
the conversation takes place on or around the longest day of the year, it
must, at this rate, end long after sunset; in fact, if the conversation moves
uniformly, at the rate of four books per six hours, it should end around
midnight. My guess is that the stars become visible in the middle of Book
X, just as the subject of astronomy comes back on the scene.
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Kansas Articles from the
Ellis Review Centennial Edition

Philip LeCuyer

Her intimate things, her tapestry of care
and soft concerns were now as literal
as table flowers in the window light.
And there were rooms adjoining where I am,
rooms and labyrinthine ways which lead
each to its own peculiar quietness.

My father William T. Perry was born
in Vigo County, Indiana, September 23rd, 1843,
and my mother Julia Gross was born
in the same county in 1848.
Father was a union soldier in the civil war
and once he was captured by the confederates
and confined for a time in the Libby prison.
My parents were married at a big celebration
on July 4th, 1866 near Middletown, Indiana.
I was born September 7th, 1867.
We left there in covered wagons.
It was a hard trip for mother
with the baby Aldora. Clarence Vigo 3 years,
Sabina 6, John Cameron 5
and myself only 8 years old.
At Hays father traded a horse
for shoes for us children.
In 1878 my mother succumbed to the hardships
and privations of that life and died,
leaving six children, the youngest only 10 months old.

POEM



Our seed is formed an austere taut design
burnt in the earth, and being in the earth
the inert law lay consummate with all
the sudden vastness which is prairie . . .
bluestem grass across the flat dry dirt
speckled through with smaller summer flowers
stretching equidistant every way
to the enormous sky. The meadowlark
is motionless, her songform being filled
with this immensity.

A strange little man dressed in homespun
John knelt to pray three times every day
on the open prairie, regardless of the weather . . .
near cemetery hill at sunrise,
along the railroad right-of-way at midday,
and past the westend of town at dusk.
Horrigan appeared in Ellis in 1870
having no known ties, his exact age undetermined.
In the civil war he was a teamster
for General Logan. Though he never enlisted
the corded hat he wore was part
of a soldier’s uniform. As he prayed
John would place the hat in front of him.
Those who saw noticed he would drop something in
and take it out during this time,
but no one ever got close enough
to see what it was.
Many were curious why
he lived his life of solitary prayer.
Faced with occasional questions as to his reason
John maintained a fragile indifference.
His crudely made clothing seemed too large for him.
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A leaf of faded newsprint now detached
from the day of its delivery,
and strayed along the fences and the streets
past rooms and parks and silent public buildings
might stay somewhile in a vacant space.
Mingled there with weeds and old boards
our cipher speech. our diagrams
brush near the pinburst of a thistle flower.
Thought softness and chill precision
of lines from the stem to form a sphere
can dissolve the grammar of the mind.
Our voice in darkness not explicable . . .

Or again, as a windseed parted
from its root, his age set him adrift
about the city. The spirit of this man
surrounded by commercial signs and held
in traffic lights, deranged a memory
of loveliness where once he had been lost
like a wild rabbit caught, transfixed
by headlights on a lonely section road
can hear in her paralysis the daybreak.
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David Lawrence Levine, Profound Igno-
rance: Plato’s Charmides and the Saving of
Wisdom. Lanham, MD: Lexington Books,
2016. 372 pp.
Eva Brann

Plato’s Charmides is not one of the more famous dialogues or
one often thought of as central, and it is not on the St. John’s read-
ing list. The latter fact is probably irremediable; the former opin-
ion is now, once and for all, remedied by Profound Ignorance.1

I’ve long had a fleeting intuition, which David Levine has
now worked out deeply and extensively, that the Charmides is of
all the Platonic dialogues the one that most immediately bears on
our own contemporary political condition, the one that most di-
rectly illuminates the root problems of modernity. The Table of
Contents in fact signals his understanding of this dialogue as pe-
culiarly future-fraught. There are ten chapters, all but the first of
which are devoted to a lively and careful exegesis of successive
sections of the text. The first chapter, however, is a retrospective
of ancient tyranny from the viewpoint of the “mega-phenomenon”
that is modern totalitarianism. It seems to me that, whereas in the
Republic we are invited to analyze the full soul as writ large in an
imagined city, in the Charmides we are bidden to focus on the
shrunk soul of an actual tyrant-to-be in a real city. The tyrant’s ac-
tions are infinitesimal in murderous effect compared to those of
recent totalitarian leaders, but by that very smallness possibly

David Levine, tutor at St. John’s College on the Santa Fe campus, was
dean there from 2001 to 2006. Eva Brann, tutor on the Annapolis cam-
pus, was dean there from 1990 to 1997.

1. It is an informal rule that a tutor proposing an addition to our semi-
nar list should also suggest the reading to be eliminated. Since every
book is loved to an over-my-dead-body point by somebody, changes
are hard to achieve—as they ought to be.
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more comprehensible in their badness than is the all but incom-
prehensible evil of the last and this century. David Levine works
out these comparative realities in the initial chapter. The surface
differences between old tyranny and new totalitarianism are, in
brief, “lawlessness and terror,” expressed in an untrammeled ap-
petite, as against “criminal rationality” expressed in a brute ide-
ology. But there is a root similarity: “profound ignorance.” It is
most perfectly exemplified in Critias, the eventual main figure of
the Charmides, as Charmides, the externally beautiful boy without
a mind of his own, recedes—only to return at the end with omi-
nous threats, boyishly delivered.

This first chapter further sets out the way of understanding
the dialogue that is pursued in this book. We are asked to “re-
member” certain Socratic truths now mostly displaced, which
will show, as the author puts it, not that antiquity prefigured
modernity but that modern life “might not be so distinctively
modern after all.” The central question of the dialogue is: What
is sophrosyne?, which is here translated literally: “saving [sozein]
thoughtfulness [phronesis].”2 This excellence, this goodness, is
one of Socrates’s four cardinal virtues, the one most expressive
of Socrates’s unsettling claim that all genuine goodness is, rightly
understood, not ethical but intellectual, that virtue is knowledge.
This “saving-thougthfulness” is, of all the virtues, including wis-
dom, the deepest and most complex, the most humanly revealing
and politically consequential of all the standard virtues or excel-
lences in Socrates’s and his conversational partners’ lexicon. The
Charmides is devoted to revealing what this virtue is, but beyond
that what it means for human beings to lack it.

This is the moment to say that the book is copiously and in-
terestingly annotated, and that the opinion of scholars is given its
due in the notes. The Charmides exposes Socrates to the charge
that he was party to the education of two of the most evil men
known to Athenian history. Critias was the de facto leader of the
“Thirty Tyrants,” an oligarchy that instituted a reign of terror in

2. Or “sound [sos]-mindedness.” The author’s etymology promotes, as
is perfectly permissible, his interpretation of the dialogue.
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Athens, which, as I think of it, was not matched in history until
the Nazi occupation of the city during the Second World War.
There appears to be no relief here for admirers of Socrates, who
agrees, under pressure, to “chant” over Charmides, Critias’s ward
and cousin, that is, to accept him as a patient and companion.3

—Socrates is either naïve as a psychoanalyst or dubious as a
teacher. David Levine, however, will show that Socrates under-
stands, both in bold strokes and in subtle elaborations, what is
the matter with these two; Socrates does his best.4

Readers may have shaken their heads at my use of the mod-
ern, Freudian term “psychoanalyst.” It is, however, justified by
a heading in the second chapter, where “psychoanalysis” is qual-
ified by “philosophical.” I cite this rubric of “philosophical analy-
sis,” the soul-stripping of a boy whose bared body is irresistible,
because a consultation of its supporting footnote shows how in-
dependent of conventional categories David Levine’s inquiry is.
It turns out that this philosophical depth-analysis is conducted
more through the surface phenomena than is the modern Freudian
kind, which is indeed “skeptical of appearances.” Thus “Doctor
Socrates” (the title of the third chapter) shows Socrates presented
with a boy who complains of a certain somatic heaviness or
“weakness” of the head which, it is pretended, Socrates knows
how to cure.

Once again the situation is unprofessional by our standards.
Not only is Socrates merely a pretend-member of the physicians’
guild, but after Charmides’s cloak falls open—or is thrown open,
Socrates is enflamed—or pretends to be. Socrates the soldier, just
returned from a brutal campaign, immerses himself in his city
with a whirl of protective pretense that signifies his non-naivety,

3. Socrates’s inner forfender, his daimonion, would sometimes intervene
to prevent unsuitable associations. Here’s a question: Why not this time,
since pedagogic failure is, on the basis of this conversation, a foregone
conclusion?
4. He fails with these ambitious, politically involved “followers,” but
of his narrower inner circle, according to Xenophon, not one ever in-
curred censure for immorality.
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his circumspection, in dealing with this future-burdened lot. He
prescribes a thoroughly “alternative” cure, a talking cure (hence
the Freudian analogy), which shifts the diagnosis from body to
soul and readies it for remediation by engendering the virtue of
thoughtfulness-saving sophrosyne.

The fourth chapter presents a crucial soul-physician’s
dilemma. Charmides, questioned about this virtue in himself, gets
tied up in embarrassment; he blushes. For he can’t attribute
sophrosyne, a kind of modesty, to himself in public without ap-
pearing immodest. That self-consciousness in turn presents his
doctor with this dilemma, the “paradox of sickness”: If he con-
fronts his patient with his defect he will seem offensive; if he de-
sists he will seem irresponsible. Socrates finds a device. He levers
the inquiry from a personal into a general inquiry: What is
sophrosyne? The result is to display the boy as obtuse and other-
dependent in his opinions. The yet implicit truth is that true
sophrosyne is most particularly not a virtue you can have un-
awarely.

In the next chapter, Charmides’s “shamefacedness” (aidos,
usually and less revealingly translated as “modesty”) undergoes
examination. His final opinion, which he’s heard somewhere,
is that sophrosyne is “doing one’s own affairs.” Johnnies will
recall that this is the understanding of justice in the Republic,
of which the boy is apt to have heard from his guardian, an oc-
casional early associate of Socrates. The latter here exposes the
selfish, anti-social meaning of Charmides’s version as com-
pared to his own, political cohesion-producing intention in the
Republic.

Charmides concedes that he just doesn’t know the meaning
of his own putative virtue—but he snickers and looks to his
cousin, his guardian. This elicits from Socrates the address “o
miare,” an address as double-tongued as the mode he’s in. It is
on occasion jokingly used, but literally it means “O Blood-
stained One,” and that is how the author translates it. The oc-
casion is a revelation about the boy; it displays his “profound
ignorance” about himself, probably incurable. The “unreflective
adoration” of such a potential leader by his followers, in youth
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or adulthood, is a devastating mistake to which a popular
democracy is vulnerable, then and now.5

In Chapter Six, Critias, who has been growing increasingly
antsy, lashes out, incited by his ward’s poor showing, not in be-
half of the cousin he had earlier so extravagantly praised, but to
shame this boy who has shamed his guardianship. Socrates now
faces a much cleverer controversialist. What his ward is totally
without, autonomy, his guardian has in terrifying excess. Doctor
Socrates identifies it as “the principle of exclusive self-interest.”
He is “a law onto himself,” self-legislating.6 Here Critias reveals
his future, as, in Xenophon’s words, “the most greedy, the most
violent, and the most murderous” of the Thirty Tyrants. Here
“philosophy becomes ‘prophetic.’” 

Clever Critias’s opinions are not logically fallacious; they are
ethically pernicious. In other words, Socrates opens up a distance
between intelligence and goodness, without compromising his
faith that, as virtue is knowledge, so vice is ignorance, and, of
course, such “Ignorance is not simply erroneous, it is dangerous.”
Acknowledged ignorance or ineptitude, however, such as
Socrates deliberately displays before the two, is the very oppo-
site—because it is self-knowledge.

Socrates incites Critias, as he did Charmides, to successive
self-revelations—not to Critias himself but to us. Among them
is the separation in Critias’s mind of a “knowledge that” from a

5. I can’t resist a comment, seriously meant. One difference between
the tyrannical natures of antiquity and totalitarian types of our times is
that the former were beautiful. To wit, Charmides and Alcibiades versus
Hitler and Stalin. I ask myself whether it is to be considered as a deep
or a superficial distinction between antiquity and modernity, that mod-
erns are more ready to adore physically unattractive demagogues—a
problem worth reflection.
6. David Levine refers, without naming him, to Kant’s morally opposite
notion of autonomy: Our will is to free itself from all passivity, all pas-
sion, to be fully active in accordance with its own nature as “practical
reason”—meaning that it makes only universalizable decisions, that it
subjects itself to its own law-giving, without self-indulgence.
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“knowledge what.” The Critian man of sophrosyne knows that
he is pursuing his own affairs, but he doesn’t know what he is
doing. His is an ultimately insubstantial, all-subjective knowl-
edge. Moreover, Critias has his own “liberation theology”: a god-
like freedom for unrestrained self-expression. All this
self-assertion makes Socrates, in contrast, now withdraw for a
while to inquire within himself.7

What follows is an inquiry into Critias’s “proto-tyrannical”
consciousness. Its main characteristic is an “extraordinary self-
awareness” which is, at bottom, an empty self-involvement with
its attendant “conceptual thicket . . . , the problem of reflexivity,”
that is, self-attention unmediated by an intentional object.8 For
Socrates, genuine knowing has an object, it is “of” something,
namely the forms.

Critias has concocted a unique understanding of sophrosyne
as a second-order knowledge that is practical in the sense of being
utilitarian, universal in the sense of ruling over all other kinds of
knowledge without being “of” them, and self-certified—the wis-
dom of self-interest, of political calculation, and of irresponsible
domination.9

Chapter Seven and Eight are both devoted to working out the
“Lesson of Ignorance.” It begins with Critias accusing Socrates
of sophistry, because after all, every search, even if it has a real
object, is self-interested—we want to be engaged.10 Socrates’s
nobility of inquiry is here delineated in terms of his personal

7. As he does on other occasions, e.g., Phaedo 95e7.
8. An “intentional object” is what cognition intends, what thinking is
“of” or “about.”
9. To me these passages, to the exegesis of which in Profound Ignorance
I’ve not done justice, are the high point of the dialogue, since they throw
a lurid light on philosophy’s main preoccupation in modern times, epis-
temology, the knowledge of knowledge.
10. Every teacher knows that this is an honest problem peculiar to ado-
lescents: Every way of being unselfish is selfish because we take pleas-
ure in self-denial. In older people it’s contentious, since it muddies
commitment before completing the analysis.
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qualities. But then a deeper difference, the central subject of the
book, is broached: The emptily barren, assertively dominating,
totalitarian knowledge that one knows takes over when what one
knows lacks wholeness. This is the missing element in Critian
self-knowledge: the knowledge of ignorance, in oneself and in it-
self. The exposition of the extendedly paradoxical nature of the
knowledge of ignorance—a deeply subjective, yet impersonal,
interpersonal, world-engaged kind of cognition—is, I think, not
only the center but also the high point of Profound Ignorance.

So Socrates opposes to Critian sophrosyne a more complete
virtue in the service of the self, a second sophrosyne, now a virtue
in the service of self-knowledge. This is then the dual enigma: Is
“the knowing of what one knows and what one does not know
that one does not know” ever possible? And what is the benefit
of that knowledge? Charmides, who is, after all, the patient here,
is to be involved in the inquiry. 

The nature of psychological reflexivity and logical privation,
deep features of thought and of things, is now at issue. Here
David Levine injects two digressions. One recounts Hegel’s his-
tory of self-consciousness, in which Socrates is given the crucial
role of rescuing the suspect subjectivity of the sophists by insist-
ing on the “‘inherent independence of thought’ from private and
particular determinations.” The other digression recounts some
extreme scholarly opinions reluctant to credit ancient Socrates
with making full self-awareness thematic.11 And if he is born too
soon for fully reflexive self-knowledge, then, too, he cannot
know his ignorance. —But, Profound Ignorance proves, the di-
alogue says otherwise: Socrates achieves a profound self-knowl-
edge which includes the knowledge of his ignorance.

The profoundest perplexity is that of reflexivity, the soul’s
power of self-relation, of which self-knowledge is a complexly
perplexed part: Socrates cannot “confidently affirm” whether a

11. To me these digressions are the more interesting for touching on a
question that ought to be everyone’s preoccupation: Can chronology
preclude some thoughts from being thought by those caught in its
frame?
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knowledge of knowledge—and of ignorance—can come about.
That disaffirmation itself is knowledge of ignorance. The pro-
found enigma behind the latter is the above-mentioned notion of
privation (that is, the deprivation of all positive qualities) and the
consequent unspeakability of the “not” in ignorance; its knowl-
edge would be the knowledge of a no-thing, a nothing. Such
knowledge would then be described as the knowing of not-know-
ing, which, if it isn’t straight self-contradiction, comes close to
it. All this ontological logic is way above the pair’s heads, but
that need not preclude admission of one’s own ignorance—the
doctor’s prescription for Charmides. Moreover, ontological per-
plexities aside, there is a brutely practical problem with this cru-
cial kind of self-knowledge: Some soul types just lack the “prior
Socratic reflective reflexivity” that is needed.

Having set out this discouraging preliminary, the author now
reports Socrates’s challenge to Critias, which is to show that his
second “Socratic” sophrosyne, which he has so easily adopted,
is beneficial. Socrates reports that it throws Critias into “incapac-
itating confusion,” rather than into an enabling perplexity. This
could be a moment of self-discovery; Critias’s defective soul,
however, is not turned upward but forced “back on itself in
shame.” He is, to be sure, self-oriented (reflexive), but not self-
knowing (reflective); he lacks that “prior Socratic reflexivity.”
Critias has not “reflected on the nature of beings” enough to be
thinking about sophrosyne. His thinking is an empty totalism. He
is stuck in his incapability, but we, listening, have indeed had ac-
tualized in us the knowledge of another’s ignorance. So that
much is possible.

We now come to the two concluding chapters. Critias’s re-
flexivity did not lead him to the knowledge of his own igno-
rance, but now Socrates wants him to recognize that his
self-cognition, which does not include knowing what, is over-
generalized, “abstract,” to the point of vacancy: vacant self-as-
sertion. Particularly as a political virtue, substantial knowledge
of content-imbued expertise is necessary. A reference to the hith-
erto unsatisfactorily settled question “What is the benefit of
sophrosyne?” is implied. Socrates begins to dream, a dream of
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the—political—benefits of his sophrosyne. It is but a dream,
since for these two rulers-to-be complete self-knowledge is not
possible.

What is Critias really after, since the knowledge delineated
by him has proved empty? Critias says, out of the blue: The
knowledge that makes one happy is that of good and bad. For the
second time Socrates addresses one of this pair, now Critias, as
“O Bloodstained One.” What is so terrible here? Critias is shown
by Socrates to have implied that sophrosyne is a ruler’s peculiar
virtue, entitling one to rule who knows nothing substantial but
has this master-knowledge: How to get his own good out of what
people know how to do. He has claimed a “primordial ruling
knowledge that would subordinate the good to some yet more
primordial sense of ownness.” It is indeed the notion of a man
who will be bloodstained. 

In this last dialectic passage with Critias, Socrates comes off
almost deflatingly aporetic, perplexed, about knowledge in gen-
eral and goodness in particular. Critias, in contrast, is self-confi-
dently without doubt. Though he has some beginnings in
common with Socrates, such as the primary importance of the
good life and the centrality of self-knowledge,12 finally, in this
dialogue, Socrates is, in contrast to Critias, profoundly ambigu-
ous about “human intentionality and intelligence.” Moreover, he
is overtly deflating about his own dialectical participation in the
search, which was indeed, as David Levine says, both “over-in-
volved to the point of being opaque” and forgetfully simple-
minded. But that was intentional; the purpose was to let Critias
reveal his profound ignorance.

In the ultimate chapter, Doctor Socrates turns back to
Charmides, his reluctant patient, who declares that he—still—
doesn’t know whether he has sophrosyne and—still—depends
on the grown-ups to tell him. However, he now enrolls himself
as Socrates’s willing patient. Indeed, the two incipient evil-doers
verbally coerce a by now reluctant Socrates to take the boy on.
Charmides’s external beauty cloaks an internal violence. 

12. And, I would add, the identification of virtue with a knowledge.
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Socrates’s very last words are: “I will not oppose,” and this
apparently willing submission to a future of blood has troubled
interpreters; is it craven? However, not only has Socrates’s con-
duct of the conversation been the opposite of complicit, but
David Levine shows that “sophrosyne is the better part of
valor”—that is, real sophrosyne: discretion, circumspection. Ac-
cordingly, Socrates has conducted a complex, ad hominem con-
versation receptive to two principles of interpretation: “integrated
wholeness” (nested, sometimes circular development) and “dra-
matic argumentation” (implicit deeds, sometimes countermand-
ing the words). In this conversation he has disjoined the assumed
virtue of the boy from its ordinary meaning: control of appetites,
moderation, temperance, and continence. He has instead attached
it to self-knowledge thoughtfully understood. To be sure, Socrates’s
“therapeutic thinking in the service of higher ends is transmogrified
[by Critias] into calculative thinking serving baser ones.” But he
has tried. This is the answer to the troubled interpreters: Socrates
has “circumspect courage.” On campaign he is a staunch warrior
saving his comrades; in the city he is a canny lover of wisdom,
protecting the truth-effort.

Some postscripts articulate David Levine’s deepest inten-
tions: To recall to use a generally unremembered dialogue, the
Charmides, that itself memorializes a great event; to recommend
to us a guide, Socrates, who can take the measure of a human
soul; and, of course, to reveal behind both dialogue and character
an author, Plato, who writes inexhaustibly interpretable texts.

The book ends with David Levine’s own brief interpretative
synopsis of his book.

I want to emphasize once more what a curtailed report my chap-
ter-by-chapter sketch is. Moreover I’ve not engaged the author
in critical debate. The reasons are the same for both deficiencies:
The devil (meaning the subversions of the book) is, as they say,
in the details, which are wittingly and intricately worked out. To
take issue with them would be more the matter of a conversation
than of a written report. Moreover, David Levine is alive and well
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and lives in Santa Fe; go and talk to him. For my part, it seems
to me that what he says is profoundly right: Socrates has a close
and knowing relation to his own ignorance and that is his most
telling virtue, his sophrosyne, his deep discretion, while the future
tyrant is profoundly ignorant of his ignorance. Here is my own
ultimate question: Is profound ignorance morally imputable bad-
ness or psychologically hopeless insanity? –To me, it’s the ques-
tion concerning evil. 

I also want to say a word of the uses to which this book might
be put: A senior might find it inciting to an unusual senior essay;
a tutor would find it encouraging to a rarely offered preceptorial;
any reader will find it illuminating in thinking about all sorts of
totalitarianisms.

In sum, Profound Ignorance: Plato’s Charmides and the
Saving of Wisdom is a book that shows what a Platonic dialogue
is and what a reading of it can be.


